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ABSTRACT
Structure theorems for both the resolvent and the heat kernel of b-pseudodifferential operators on a
compact manifold with corners (of arbitrary codimension) are presented. In both cases, the kernels
are realized as classical conormal functions on appropriate manifolds with corners. To prove these
results, a space of operators with complex parameter (or tempered operators) is introduced. These
tempered operators are shown to be classical conormal functions on a manifold with corners called
the Tempered space. The resolvent of a b-pseudodifferential operator is shown to be a tempered
operator (for large values of the parameter) and so it follows that the resolvent is a classical conormal
function. The Laplace transforms of holomorphic tempered operators are shown to be operators of
order -oo for positive times and are also shown to be classical conormal functions on a manifold
with corners called the Heat space. Since the heat kernel of a b-pseudodifferential operator is the
Laplace transform of the operators resolvent, the heat kernel is of order -oo for positive times and
is also a classical conormal function. The structure result for the heat kernel is used to generalize
the Index formula of Atiyah, Patodi, and Singer for Dirac operators on a manifold with boundary to
Fredholm b-pseudodifferential operators on arbitrary compact manifolds with corners. The formula
expresses the index of an operator as a sum of two terms, the usual 'interior term' given by the
integral of the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer density associated to the operator and a second contribution
given by a generalization of the eta-invariant associated to the induced operators on each of the
corners of the manifold.
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1 Introduction
The Atiyah-Singer index theorem [1] (AS theorem) is one of the crowning achievements of 20th
century mathematics.1 The AS theorem relates analytic invariants of Dirac operators with corre-
sponding topological/geometric invariants of the underlying Riemannian manifold. Let E -4 X be
a Z2 -graded Clifford bundle over a closed compact even dimensional Riemannian manifold X and
let A+ E Diff (X, E + , E-) be the positive part of a Dirac operator. Then the AS theorem states
that
ind A+ = AS, (1)
where AS is the Atiyah-Singer integrand. The principal aspect of (1) is that the left-hand side
is an analytic object, while the right-hand side is a topological/geometric object. We note that
(1) is just a special case of an 'analytic index theorem' for pseudodifferential operators. Thus, let
A E T m (X, E+, E-) be an elliptic, positive order pseudodifferential operator. Then the analytic
index theorem states that
ind A = (A* A - (AA*, (2)
where (A*A and (AA* are the constant terms in the asymptotic expansions, as t 4 0, of Tr(e- tA *A)
and Tr(e- tAA *) respectively. Of course, when A = A+ is the positive part of a Dirac operator, then
(A*A - AA*= f AS.
The Atiyah-Patoti-Singer index theorem (APS theorem) generalizes (1) to manifolds with a
cylindrical end. A manifold with a cylindrical end is a Riemannian manifold (Y, g) which consists of
a 'compact end' and a 'non-compact end', where the non-compact end is diffeomorphic to a cylinder
(-oo, 1]t x Yo, where Yo is a closed compact manifold, and where the metric g when restricted to this
cylindrical end, takes the form g = dt 2 + go, where go is a metric on Yo. Let E - Y be a Z2-graded
Clifford bundle over an even dimensional manifold with a cylindrical end and assume that on the
cylindrical end (-oo, 1]t x Yo, there exists an isomorphism E 7r*Eo, where 7r : (-oo, 1]t x Yo -+ Yo
is the projection onto Yo, and where Eo is the bundle El{o}, xYo -+ Yo. Let A be a Dirac operator
and assume that on the cylindrical end, A+ takes the form
A+ = a(Ot + Ao), (3)
where a : Eo+ -+ Eo- is a bundle map, and Ao is a Dirac operator associated to the Clifford bundle
Eo -+ Yo. Then the noted APS index theorem states that if A+ is Fredholm, then
ind A+ = AS - 1, (4)
where AS is once again, the AS integrand, and where r is the eta invariant of A and can be defined
as the value of the meromorphic extension of the eta function
sign A
at z = 0, where {Ai} are the eigenvalues of Ao. Comparing (1) with (4), we observe that 7 can be
thought of as the correction term in extending the formula (1) from closed manifolds to manifolds
with a cylindrical end.
In [8], Melrose reproved (4) using his calculus of b-pseudodifferential operators. The fundamental
feature of his b-calculus methods is that his proof of (4) is essentially the same as the proof of (1).
Melrose's b-calculus arises naturally by reinterpreting (4) as an index theorem on a compact
manifold with boundary. Thus, consider the change of variables x = et on the cylindrical end.
Observe that as t -+ -oo, x -+ 0. Hence, this change of variables compactifies the cylindrical end
(-oo, 1]t x Yo into the interior of the manifold with boundary [0, e)x x Yo. Let X be the manifold
with the same 'compact end' as Y and with the cylindrical end replaced by [0, e)x x Yo. Then Y
1 Thanks to Robert Lauter for his suggestions on this introduction.
is just the interior of X. Note that the metric g = dt2 + go over the cylinder becomes, under the
change of variables x = et, the (b-)metric g = (dL)2 + go over [0, e)x x Yo in X. Also note that
E extends naturally to a vector bundle on X, and similarly, A+ extends naturally to a differential
operator on X, which takes the form
A+ = a(xax + Ao)
over [0, e)x x Yo in X. A+ is an example of a first order b-differential operator on X. Thus, for any
m E N, an mth order b-differential operator is just a usual differential operator on the the interior
of X and on the neighborhood [0, e), x Yo, is given locally by an mth order polynomial in the vector
fields {xz , ,y, .. , y,_l }, where (Yl,..., Yn-1) are local coordinates on Yo. Roughly speaking, if
m E R, an mth order b-pseudodifferential operator is a usual pseudodifferential operator on the
interior of X and locally on the neighborhood [0, e)x x Yo, is given by a formal symbol of degree m
in the vector fields {xax, 0d, ... , a, 1 }.
In [13], Piazza extended the analytic index formula (2) from closed manifolds to b-pseudodiffer-
ential operators on manifolds with boundary. If A C ' (X, E + , E-) is a Fredholm b-pseudodifferen-
tial operator of positive order, then Piazza showed that
ind A = b(A*A - b AA* - (5)
where bA*A and b(AA. are related to the constant terms in the asymptotic expansions, as t $ 0,
of e-tA*AIA and e-tAA*IA respectively, and where q is the eta invariant of A, a globally defined
invariant of the normal operator of A.
As stated before, a great advantage of Melrose's b-calculus methods is that his proof of the APS
theorem is modeled on the proof of the AS theorem. A second advantage of his b-calculus is that
such operators are naturally defined on any compact manifold with corners. Roughly speaking, a
manifold with corners is a topological space which is locally homeomorphic to a product of manifolds
with boundary. Thus, the definitions of b-differential and b-pseudodifferential operators naturally
extend to manifolds with corners. Hence, it might be expected that the APS index theorem and
Piazza's theorem can be extended to arbitrary compact manifolds with corners. This is in fact the
case. Melrose [11] extended the APS theorem for Dirac operators on manifolds with boundary to
Dirac operators on manifolds with corners. In this thesis, we extend Piazza's theorem to compact
manifolds with corners.
Our proof of Piazza's theorem for compact manifolds with corners is modeled on the proof of
(2) on closed manifolds.2 Of course, there are some fundamental difficulties which arise due to the
presence of the corners. To isolate these difficulties, we review the proof of (2). Thus, omitting
vector bundles for simplicity, let A E m (X) be a Fredholm pseudodifferential operator of positive
order on a closed compact manifold X. To prove this theorem, we follow McKean and Singer and
consider the function
h(t) = Tr(e- tA *A) - Tr(e-tAA*), (6)
where Tr(e- tA *A) = f e-tA*AIA and Tr(e- tAA *) = fX e-tAA* la. We then observe that by spectral
theory,
lim h(t) = dim ker A - dim ker A* = ind A. (7)
Hence, by the fundamental theorem of calculus, for any t E R+,
ind A = h(t) + Osh(s) ds. (8)
Next, by an algebraic manipulation, we find that
dh(s) = Tr( [A, A*e-tAA*]). (9)
2 We remark that Piazza's proof of (5) was not modeled on the proof of (2) in the same sense that Melrose's and
the author's proofs were.
Finally, we observe that the trace vanishes on commutators and so, Osh(s) E 0. Thus, ind A = h(t)
for all t E R + . Taking the constant term in the expansion, as t 4 0, of h(t) then yields (2).
Now suppose that A E 4'(X) is a Fredholm b-pseudodifferential operator of positive order on a
compact manifold with corners X and let us try to use the above argument to compute ind A. Here,
we immediately get into trouble at equation (6). Our first fundamental difficulty is that e-tA*A i
and e- t AA* |A are not integrable and hence h(t) does not even make sense. However, Melrose [8],
has defined a suitable replacement for the integral, called the b-integral, bf, so that e-tA*A a and
e- tAA* JA are b-integrable (see Section 6). Thus, in place of h(t) we consider
bh(t) = b-Tr(e- tA * A) _ b-Tr(e
- tAA * ),
where b-Tr(e- tA *A ) = b f -tA*A A and b-Tr(e- tAA*) bfx e-tAA* A. Fortunately, (7) still holds
for bh(t): limt,, bh(t) = indA (see Theorem 7.1.1) . Thus, (8) still holds with h(t) replaced with
bh(t). Since (9) was just an algebraic manipulation, it follows that
obh(s) = b-Tr( [A, A*e-tAA*] ).
The second fundamental problem arises at this point. It turns out that b-Tr( [A, A*e - tAA *] ) 5 0.
The b-trace does not vanish on commutators. Intuitively, the b-trace is a trace on the interior of X.
Hence, b-Tr( [A, A*e - tAA*] ) should be expressible in terms of induced 'boundary operators' of A
and A*. This is in fact the case (see Theorem 6.1.2). Hence, we find that
indA = bh(t)- b(t), (10)
where -bl(t) = ft ,bh(s) ds is a 'boundary term' and bh(t) is an 'interior term'. Taking the
constant term in the expansion of the right-hand side of (10) as t 4 0 yields Piazza's theorem for
arbitrary compact manifolds with corners.
1.1 Outline
In Section 2, we state the fundamental theorems concerning classical (that is, asymptotic) ex-
pansions of conormal functions and the fundamental theorems about the b-calculus that will be used
later in the thesis. The results of this section are, to the authors knowledge, due to Melrose. More
thorough treatments of the results contained in this section can be found in [8], [9], and [7].
In Section 3, we begin to lay the foundations needed to prove the APS index theorem for b-
pseudodifferential operators. Here, the resolvent (A - A)-1 of such an operator is constructed. We
follow the program initiated by Seeley in [14], by defining a basic space of tempered operators,
which is implicitly defined in his paper. These are operators depending symbolically on a parameter
A E C. We make further refinements of these tempered spaces into resolvent tempered and resolvent
one-step tempered spaces. We also define 'resolvent like' operators. These refinements, as far as we
know, are original to this thesis. The resolvent of a (classical) b-pseudodifferential operator is shown
in Subsection 3.7 to be a resolvent one-step tempered operator for large values of the parameter.
In Subsection 3.9, it is shown that the resolvent one-step operators can be realized as classical
functions on a blown-up manifold called the Tempered space. Since the resolvent is a resolvent one-
step operator, it too, is a classical function on the Tempered space. The realization of these tempered
operators as classical functions was discovered by the author. Using Theorem 2.2.1, due to Melrose,
which gives a simple characterization of functions having classical expansions, we have discovered
a direct method to prove that certain functions have expansions. This method of proof is used to
prove the structure theorem for tempered operators (Theorem 3.9.1) and the structure theorem for
the Laplace transforms of tempered operators (Theorem 4.4.1). The application subsection 3.11 is
based on the work of Grubb and Seeley [5].
In Section 4, the Laplace transforms of tempered operators are analyzed. First, it is proved that
the Laplace transforms of resolvent like tempered operators are b-pseudodifferential operators or
order -oo for positive times and are continuous in a certain sense down to t = 0. The method of
proof of the fundamental Lemma 4.2.1, which provides the essential properties of the local symbols
of Laplace transforms is, to the best of the authors knowledge, due to Grubb [4]. In [8], Melrose
realized the heat kernels of b-differential operators on any compact manifold with corners as classical
functions on a blown-up manifold called the Heat space. Here, we present a similar result for
the Laplace transforms of resolvent like, one-step operators. The classical expansions for these
Laplace transforms are much more complicated than for b-differential operators, as here log terms
show themselves. In particular, as the heat kernel of a b-pseudodifferential operator is the Laplace
transform of the operators resolvent, the heat kernel is a classical function on the Heat space. This
result, at least for closed manifolds, is probably well known; however, as pointed out by Melrose
[11], this is possibly the first time the proof has been formally written down.
In Section 5, the Mellin transforms of tempered operators are analyzed. We first prove that
the Mellin transform of a resolvent like tempered operator extends to be an entire family of b-
pseudodifferential operators. The method of proof of the fundamental Lemma 5.3.1, which provides
the essential properties of the local symbols of Mellin transforms is, to the best of the authors
knowledge, due to Grubb [4]. We then prove that such a Mellin transform, when restricted to the
diagonal, is a meromorphic function with only simple poles. In particular, as the complex power
of a b-pseudodifferential operator is the Mellin transform of the operators resolvent, the complex
power is an entire family of b-pseudodifferential operators, and when restricted to the diagonal, is
meromorphic with only simple poles. The complex power is used to define the b-zeta and b-eta
function used in an index theorem presented in Section 7.
In Section 6, we present the fundamentals of the b-trace and the b-integral. The ideas used in
this section are due to Melrose [10].
Finally, in Section 7, we present the index theorem. The ideas used in this section are due to
Melrose [10].
2 Preliminary Material
We assume the reader to be familar with the essentials of manifolds with corners and with b-
pseudodifferential operators. This section is here to fix notation. It is based heavily on [10]. Other
references are [8], [10], and [7].
2.1 Manifolds with corners and the b-category
An n dimensional manifold with corners is a set X together with a set of functions CO(X) on
X (called the C" structure of X), satisfying the following conditions:
1. there exists a smooth n dimensional manifold without boundary X and an injection t : X c- X
such that C"(X) = t*(C(X)); henceforth, we will consider X C X;
2. there exists a finite set of smooth functions {pi}, =l C (X) having the property that
(a) X = {p E X I pi(p) 0 for all i};
(b) for each i, {pi = 0} is connected;
(c) if p E X and pi, (p) = 0 for some 1 < ii < ... < ik < N, then {(dpi,)(p)Ij = 1,... k} are
a set of independent differentials.
The model example of a manifold with corners is
Rn,k := [0 , O) k x Rn-k, 0 < k < n.
Another example is
Sn - l ,k := {= ( 1 ,. .. ,xn) E Rn II = 1 and xi > 0 for 1 < i < k} = Sn - 1 n Rn,k
For each i = 1,..., N, the subset H, := {Pi = 0} C X is called a boundary hypersurface of X
and p, is called a boundary defining function for Hi. By condition (2) above, it follows that near
Hi, there exists a local diffeomorphism
X [0, E)p, x Hi
for some E > 0. Note that by rescaling, we may assume that e is always 1; henceforth, we will always
assume that the pi's have this property. Also note that Hi itself is a manifold with corners, and if
p is any other boundary defining function for Hi, then p = api, where 0 < a E C' (X). A total
boundary defining function for X is a function of the form p = - =1 p,. Then, X - {p > 0}.
If k E N, a codimension k boundary face of X is, by definition, a connected component of an
intersection of k distinct boundary hypersurfaces of X. The codimension of X is the largest such
k. The set of codimension k boundary faces of X is denoted by Mk(X), and we define M(X) to
be the union over all such faces: M(X) := Uk>lMk(X). Note that if M E Mk(X), k E N, is a
codimension k face of X, then near M, X - [0, 1)k x M, where the coordinate functions on [0, 1)k
are the boundary defining functions for the hypersurfaces which define M.
A subset Y C X is said to be an I dimensional p-submanifold (p for 'product'), if for each y E Y,
there exists a coordinate patch RLk x Rp,q on X centered at y such that Y - RIk x {0}; Y is said
to be interior p-submanifold if on any such coordinate patch, q = 0.
The space of smooth vector fields on X is denoted by V(X) := C (X, TX). The space of b-vector
fields on X (b for 'boundary'), Vb(X), is the space
Vb(X) := {fv V(X) v is tangent to each H E Mi(X)}.
These b-vector fields form a Lie Algebra: if v, w E Vb(X), then [v, w] E Vb(X). The fundamental
property of these b-vector fields is that they can be realized as the sections of a vector bundle bTX
over X, called the b-tangent bundle. If p E X, then the fibre of bTX at p is
bTX := vb(X)IZp(X) -vb(X),
where I,(X) C C"(X) is the space of functions f E C'(X) which vanish at p, and IZ(X) - Vb(X)
consists of finite sums of products of elements of I,(X) and Vb(X).
Given p E OX, the map Vb(X) 3 v -+ v(p) E TpX vanishes on I,(X) - Vb(X), and hence, this
map induces a map on the quotient
Vb (X)bTX = (X) (X) - + TpX. (11)
z,(X) - Vb (X)
The b-normal bundle of X at p is defined as
bNpX := the kernel of the map (11).
If M E Mk(X), k E N, then the b-normal bundle to M is the set
bNM := bNXint M C bXIM
,
where the closure is in bTXIM. If X - [0, 1) x M, x (x,. . ,X ), is a decomposition of X near M,
where each x, is a boundary defining function on X, then for each p E M, bNpM _ span {(xzix,)(p)}.
Hence, bNM is a trivial k dimensional bundle. Since for each i, every boundary defining function
for the hypersurface Hi := {xi = 0} is just a multiple of xi by a positive function, it follows that for
each p E M, the element (xiax,)(p) C bTpX is defined independent of the boundary defining function
choosen for H,. Hence, bNM is a canonically trivial bundle. Note that for each p E M,
rTX = bNpM ( TM. (12)
If a E R, we define the a b-density bundle, QfX, by
QX := U a(YTX)
pcX
If U = Rn 'k is a coordinate patch on X, then - dya =- A .-. A k A dyl A .. A dyn-k a is a(x,y) , Xk
local trivialization of f2'X. If M E Mk(X), then by (12), 'XIM -= QO(bNM) 0 Qc(bTM). Since
bNM is a canonically trivial bundle, we can identify
aX|M = QC M. (13)
2.2 Conormal functions
Henceforth, X will always be compact with corners. We denote by C(X) the subspace of
C" (X) consisting of those functions which vanish to infinite order at the boundary of X. The
space of (extendible) distributions on X, C-" (X), is the topological dual space of C'(X, Qb):
C-(X) := (C"(X, b)-
The space of mth order b-differential operators, DiffW (X), is the space of operators
Diff (X) := spano<k< m ,Vb(X) k,
where the span is over C"(X). The space of symbols of order 0, So(X), is the space
So(X) := {u E C- (X) I Diff (X)u C L"(X)}.
If a is a multi-index on X and p is a total boundary defining function for X, then the space of
symbols of order a, S'(X), is given by
S(X) := p-oSO(X) = {p-"u I u E So(X)}.
Given m E N, we define S (X) := {u E C-"(X) I Diff (X)u C L"(X)}. Then the topology on
So(X) is the Frechet topology generated by the spaces {SO(X)}mENo.
There are two refinements of the symbol spaces that we will present; the H51der differentiable
symbols and the polyhomogeneous symbols.
Let H E M (X) and let 77 be a non-negative real number. Then a symbol u E So(X) is said to
be r-Holder differentiable at H, if for any product decomposition X 2 [0, 1), x Hy of X near H, if
we write u = u(x, y) with respect to this product decomposition, the function u(x, y) has the form
u(x, y) = uo(y) + xul(y) + ... + Zkk (Y) + x'Uk+1(X Y),
where 0 < 77 - k < 1, ui(y) E So(H) for each i, and Uk+1(x, y) E So([0, 1) x H) is such that for any
P Diff, (X), PUk+1 is continuous up to H. Let A C M, (X) and r be a non-negative multi-index
associated to A; that is, r : A -+ [0, oo). Then a function u E So(X) is said to be an ri-Hdlder
differentiable function on A, if for each H E A, u is q(H)-H6lder differentiable at H. The space of
such functions is denoted by So'n(X). If a is a multi-index on X, we define
S ( o:= p A (X).
A C" index set is a discrete subset E C C x No satisfying
1. For each M E R, the set E n ({z E C I Re z < M} x No) is finite;
2. If (z, k) E E, then (z, 1) E E for all 0 0<l< k;
3. If (z, k) e E, then (z + 1, k) E E for all 1 E N.
E is just called an index set if it satisfies only (1) and (2).
Let E be an index set and let H E MI(X). A function u E Sc(X) (for some a) is said to
have an asymptotic (or classical) expansion at H with index set E, if for any product decomposition
X - [0, 1)x x H. of X near H, if we write u = u(x, y) with respect to this product decomposition,
then for all (z, k) E E, there exists a U(z,k) E SaLH (H), where aIH is a restricted to H, such that
for each N E N,
u(x,y) - xz(log z)k u(z,k)(y) E SON([0, 1) x H), (14)
(z,k)EE, Re z<N
where aN is an index set with aNIH = cIH and aN(H) - -oo as N - 00. We then write
U E z Z(log Z)ku(z,k)
(z,k)EE
We denote the space of all such functions having expansions at H with index set E, by AE(X)
(where E is understood to be associated to H). Note that if E = 0, then (14) holds for all N iff u
vanishes to infinite order at x = 0. An index family is a set E = {8(H) I H E MI(X)}, where each
E(H) is an index set. We define A hg(X) to be the space of those functions u such that for each
H E MI (X), u has an expansion at H with index set S(H).
Let E be a C" index set and let v E C '(X, TX). Then, we define for each N E N,
P (v) := II (v - z).
(z,k)EE, Re z<N
The following theorems are fundamental to the proofs of the asympotics of the resolvent and
heat kernels proved in Sections 3.9 and 4.4.
Theorem 2.2.1 Let H E Mi (X) and let x be a boundary defining function for H. Then a function
u E S (X) has an asymptotic expansion at H E Mi(X) with index set E iff for each N E N, we
have
PE(xOO)u E S1 N (X),
where aN is the index set with aN(G) = a(G) if G / H and aN(H) -+ -oo as N -+ oo.
Proposition 2.2.1 Let H E MI (X) and decompose X - [O, 1), x Hy near H. Let u E S^(X) (some
y) and let 3 be a multi-index on H. Suppose that for each N E N, there exists an m = m(N) E N
such that m(N) -+ oo as N -+ oc, and such that if we write u = u(x, y) in this decomposition, we
have
u(, y) = xZ(log x)kU,k) UN (X, Y),
(z,k)EE, Re z<N
for some Umk) E SZ(H) and u (x, y) E SN ([0, 1) x H), where aN =, (aN (H), 0) with aN(H) -+
-oo as N -+ oo. Then u E AE(X).
2.3 Blow-ups
Given any p-submanifold Z C X, the inward pointing Tangent bundle of Z, T+Z has fibres
TZ := TpZ, if p E int Z;
P : {v E TpZ dpH(v) 0 for all H E M(X) with p E H}, if p E Z.
Let Y C X be a closed p-submanifold of X. Then the inward pointing normal bundle, N+Y, is the
vector bundle N+Y := T+X/T+Y. We define X blown-up along Y, [X; Y], as a set, by
[X; Y] := (N+Y \ {0})/R + U (X \ Y).
The set (N+Y \ {0})/R+ is called the front face of [X; Y] and is denoted by ff( [X; Y]). The C"
structure on [X; Y] is taken to be the set of functions on [X; Y] which define smooth functions in
any local coordinates in X \ Y, and which also define smooth functions in any local polar coordinates
about Y. The blow-down map P : [X; Y] -+ X is the map defined as follows: if x E X \ Y, then we
define P(x) := x; if [v] E (N,+Y \ {0})/R + , then we define 3([v]) := p E Y. If Z C X is a closed
subset of X, then the lift of Z into [X; Y], p* Z C [X; Y], is defined under the following conditions:
1. if Z C Y, we define P*Z := 0-1(Z);
2. if Z = Z \ Y, we define 0*Z := -1 (Y \ Z).
If Z satisfies either (1) or (2) above, and if in addition, / *Z is a p-submanifold of [X; Y], then [X; Y]
blown-up along 13*Z is defined, and we denote it by [X; Y; Z] = [ [X; Y]; P* Z].
A family Y = {Yi,...,YN} of p-submanifolds of X are said to intersect normally if given any
p E Y 1 n ...- Y1k, where 1 < lI < -.- < lk _ N, there exists a joint product decomposition
X Uo x U1 x ... x Uk, (15)
where U, = R n' ' k  (for some n, ki), such that
Y1, Uo x ... X Uj-1 x {0} x U3, 1 x ... x Uk,
for each j = 1,...,k. Observe that if {il,...,iN} = {1,...,N}, then the iterated blow-up
[X; Y,~; ... ;YN] is defined and locally in the coordinate patch (15),
[X; Y1; . ;Y ] Uo x [U1; {0}] x [ 02; }] x . x [N; {0}].
In particular, if {il,...,iN} = {jl,..., jN} = {1,...,N}, then [X; Y,; ... ;YiN] - [X; Y3,; .. ;Y].
We define [X;y] := [X; Yil; ' ;YIN] for any {il,...,iN} = {1,...,N}.
2.4 b-pseudodifferential operators
Let B := {H x HI H E MI(X)}. Then, as B is a normally intersecting family, X2 := [X 2; L3] is
defined. The b-diagonal is the p-submanifold Ab := 1*(A), where A is the diagonal in X 2 . Given
H M, (X), we define
lb(H) := 3*(H x X); rb(H) := P*(X x H); ff(H) := p*(H x H).
Figure 1: The b-streched product X' and the lifted diagonal Ab := *A.
Also, we define lb := UHlb(H), rb := UHrb(H), and ff := UHff (H). Figure 1 gives a picture of X'.
For each m E R, the space of b-pseudodifferential operators of order m is the space of kernels
1
Im (X, Q ) := {A E Im(X2, Ab, Q ) i A =- 0 at lb U rb}.
Here, I m (X 2 , Ab, f) is the space of distributional b-half densities on X 2 which are conormal to Ab
of degree m. Thus, A E IPM(X, ) iff
1. given any q E Cc (X \ Ab), we have qA E Co(X2, b) and OA 0 at lb U rb;
2. for any coordinate patch R',k x Rn on X2 such that Ab - Rn,k x {0} and any compactly
supported function 0 on the coordinate patch, we have
SA = ( Jeiz)- a(y, <) d 0 v,
where E C"(X , ), and where y + a(y,() E C'(Rnk;Sm(Rn)).
The (principal) symbol, bum(A), of a b-pseudodifferential operator A E '(X, Q ), m E R, is an
element of S[m](bT*X) = Sm(bT*X)/Sm-(bT*X), where for any p E R, SP(bT*X) are the symbols
of order p on the b-cotangent bundle IT*X. A is called elliptic if bam(A) is invertible.
The space b (X, ~ ) consists of those elements of 4 (X, f ) with classical symbols. Their
symbols can be identified with elements of Chom(m) (DT*X), the homogeneous functions of degree m
on bT*X.
Theorem 2.4.1 Let A C TWm(X,Q 2), m E R. Then A defines a linear map
A: C (X, Q) - C0(X,7 ),
continuous in the C" topology.
Assume now that each of the boundary hypersurfaces of X has a fixed boundary defining function
associated to it.
Let M E Mk(X), k E N, and let X - [0, 1)k x M near M, where the coordinate functions
on [0, 1)k are the boundary defining functions for the hypersurfaces which define M. Let A E
IPM(X, Qfb). Then A induces an operator on CI(M, Q ) defined as follows. Let 0 E C I(M, Q )
and let 4 E Co (X, Q ) be such that 0lM = (here we use (13)). Then, AIM := (A0)IM. This is
defined independent of the extension of 0 and defines an operator AIM E W'p(M, b2 ). The normal
operator of A at M is the holomorphic family
Ck T I-+ NM(A)(T) (x-iAxr)M E Tm(M, Q),
where xi' = zil . Another way to describe NM(A)(7) is as follows. Observe that since
X - [0, I)k x M near M, we have X( = ([0, 1)2)k x M2 near Mb. Hence by (13), we can identify
Q2 (X2)|f(M) with RQ (ff(([0, 1))k)) Qf (Ma). Now let x and x' be the coordinate functions
on the left and right factors of [0,1)k x [0,1)k. Then, s := x/x' := (Xl/Xl,...,Xk/Xk) define
projective coordinates on if(([0, 1)()k), and I1I~ trivializes f (if(( [0, 1)()k )). Hence, we can write
AIff(M) = B(s)-- I, where B(s) E C-(O([0, 0 0 )k x M ,Q (M)). Then, if r E Ck, NM(A)(T) is
the Mellin transform:
dsi 0 t ds
NM(A)(T) -< AlI(M),S-~T I >= sT B(s) -
where <, > denotes the distributional pairing. Define L (X, RQ) to be the completion of CI(X, Q )
with respect to the norm fX u, where u E C0(X, Q2). Then elements of '@(X, RQ) define
bounded operators on L(X, Q ). For each m E R, we define the Sobolev space of order m by
Hbm(X,O) := {u E C-' (X, Q ) I IW(X, )u C L (X, q )}.
Note that HbO(X, Q ) E L(X, f). If A E m(X, Qf), then for any s E R,
A: H(X, R) -- Hs-m(X,b ).
2.5 Fredholm properties
Let a and p be multi-indices for lb and rb of X 2 . Then we define
-o,1r,/ 3 (X 2 , Q) := paPlHb (X 2, q 2).
Let a, 3, and 7 be multi-indices for Ib, rb, and ff of X2 respectively, with 7 > 0. Then we define
1 1
T_ 1 , 7 7(X,q21 U + ,, Q7syX2, b.
e>O
For any m E R, we define
,,, (X(, ) + b b P (X, )
These spaces W*m'*'*'(X, Qf ) form the 'calculus with bounds'. The following three fundamental
results concern the Fredholm properties of b-pseudodifferential operators.
1
Proposition 2.5.1 Let A c InW(X, Qf), m c R, be elliptic and suppose that for some 0 > 0, for
each k E N and M E Mk(X),
NM(A)(r) : H(M, QD) -+ L2(M, q2)
is invertible for all r E Ck with IIm T1 < 0. Then for each e < 0, there exists a B bm,,"(X, Q- )
such that
AB = Id- K 1;
BA = Id- K 2,
where K 1 , K 2 E IF- ,1, (X,Q ). In particular, A: Hb (X, QR) - L'(X, Q) is Fredholm.
Theorem 2.5.1 Let A C ,(X, E 2), m R. Then,
A: Hb(X, Q) -~ L (X, Q )
is Fredholm if A is elliptic and for each k E N and M E Mk(X),
1 1
NM(A)(7) : Hb(M, 2 ) -4 L (M, )
is invertible for all T Rk.
This Theorem implies the following.
1Corollary 2.5.1 Let A E 'Q (X,Q),m C R. Then
A: Hb(X, Q) - L2(X, f )
is Fredholm iff A is elliptic and for each H E M (X),
NH(A)(Tr) : Hb (H, r) - L(H, )
is invertible for all rT R.
The following two results describe the behavior of the resolvent in the finite plane.
1
Proposition 2.5.2 Let Ae W~m(X, Q), m E R + , be elliptic and formally self adjoint. Then given
any open, relatively compact subset U C C \ R, there exists an e > 0 such that
U A + (A - A)-1 E 7ol(U, b-m''e'e ((X, fb ))
If A is also positive, then given any open, relatively compact subset U C C \ [0, oc), there exists an
E > 0 such that
U 3 A + (A - A)- 1 E W-ol(U, ,-meee(X, 2)).
Theorem 2.5.2 (Analytic Fredholm Theory) Let A E 'W(X, n), m E R + , be elliptic and formally
self adjoint and suppose that A is Fredholm. Then there exists an open subset U C C containing
zero, such that given any open, relatively compact subset U' C C \ R, there exists an e > 0 such that
U U' 3 A -* (A - A)-C' E X-m (X, ,)
is meromorphic having only simple poles, all in a discrete subset {Aj} C R, which are (minus) the
self adjoint projections onto ker(A - Aj) at A3 . If A is also positive, then U' can be chosen to be a
subset of C \ [0, oo); and the same result holds, but with {Aj } C [0, oo).
3 The Resolvent
3.1 Tempered symbols
Let X be compact with corners and let AG m(X, Q ), m E R + , be elliptic, formally self
adjoint, and positive. Let A C C \ (0, oo) be a closed cone (see Figure 2). Thus, A is a codimension
two manifold with corners such that A E A implies rA E A for all r > 0. Then Proposition 2.5.2
gives a description of the resolvent (A - A)- 1 for finite A E A (away from A - 0). In this section,
A In )
ReA
Figure 2: The closed cone A C C \ (0, oo).
we will give a precise description of the resolvent for large A E A. The idea is as follows. We
define a subspace of C"( A, T*(X, 2)), of pseudodifferential operators which depend smoothly on
a parameter A E A, where we believe the resolvent lives. Our next step is to show that this space
in fact captures the resolvent. What properties should the local symbols of such operators satisfy?
Well, if X(() E C" (Rn) is such that X(0) - 0 near 0 and X( ) = 1 outside a neighborhood of 0, then
we clearly want X(() a(A, (), where
a(A,() = (I"m _ A)- E C (A x (R n \ {0})),
to be such a symbol. What kind of symbol estimates does a(A, () satisfy? Fix a E N 2 and 3 E Nn.
Observe that there exists a C > 0 such that
I (O, a)(A, I /I ) I C(1 + IAI) - 1- 1" . (16)
Now observe that a(A, () satisfies the homogeneity property
a(6m A, 6() = 6-ma(A, () for all 6 > 0.
Hence, (d O&a)(A, $) satisfies the homogeneity property
(O8fOa)(6mA,6 ) = 6-m-mlal-I (~a)(A, ) for all 6 > 0.
Combining this property with inequality (16), we find that
I (&a~a)(A, E) I I(a'aa)( IVl 1 I- ,l /I)l
SI~lmmal- I0 i I (aaoa)( Il-",/Jl) I
_ C W(1 +lal-1 i-l I IA- I )-1-i1Q
< C (1 A1+ I1) - ' - II I1-I10
< C' (IAI1'/ m  + I1)- m- ii I 1-ifi
Thus, for each a and 0, there exists a C > 0 such that
I ao (x( ) a(A, )) I C (1 + IAI1/ m + I 1)- m- m l (1 + 1)-
for all A E A and ( E R n . This computation 'motivates' the following definition.
Definition 3.1.1 Let m, p E R, d E R + , and A C C be a closed cone. Then the space of tempered
symbols, S7z,p,d(Rn), consists of those functions a(A, ) E Co(A x R") satisfying the following
estimates: for any a and 3, there is a C > 0 such that
I 01001a(1,) _ c(1 + IAI/d + 11) - d)'P (1 + I1)m-p - 101.
Thus, X(() (( - A)- 1 E S m -'m' m (R"), where A is any closed cone not intersecting (0, oo).
Given closed cones A, A' C C, A is said to be a proper subcone of A' if A c int(A') U {0}. Let
a(s) E Sm (Rn), m E R+ be elliptic and let A C C be a closed cone. Suppose that A is a proper
subcone of a closed cone A' C C and suppose that for some constant r > 0, a( ) ' A' for all (| >  r.
Recall that since a(() is elliptic, there exists a constant e > 0 such that
1
for all [j > r. It follows that if N E Z, then there is a constant C > 0 such that
I(a() - A)N I - C (1 + II + I(lm)N
for all A E A and I1 > r. In particular, for any X( ) E CO(Rn ) with X( ) - 0 for Ij < r and
x( ) = 1 for |(| > r + 1, there is a C' > 0 such that
I X(() (a(s) - A)NI < C' (1 + IAI"' / + I I)Nm
for all (A, () E A x R". In fact, we have the following.
Lemma 3.1.1 Let A C A' be a proper subcone of a closed cone A' C C. Let a( ) E S m (R") be
elliptic and suppose that for some r > 0, a(() ' A' for all I~I > r. Then for any N E Z and
X(() E CC(Rn) with X( ) - 0 for t(I -r and X(() - 1 for I| > r + 1, we have
X( ) (a(() - A)N E SAm,Nm,m(Rn).
PROOF: We will leave this as an exercise for the reader. *
Lemma 3.1.2 Let A C C be a closed cone. Then,
1. for each m E R, S m (R n ) C S'P'd (Rn) for all p > 0;
2. for any m, m', p, p' E R and d E R+, we have
Sp,d(Rn) A S',p',d(Rn) C SAm+m',p+p',d(n)
3. if m < m' and p < p', then for any d E R + , S,'P'd(Rn) C S',p',d (Rn);
4. if m, pe R, and d E R + , for any a and 3,
aOa S,p,d(R n ) g SA-djal-j03,p-d a|,d (n).
PROOF: These properties follow directly from the definition of tempered symbols. The details will
be left for the reader. *
Let A C C be a closed cone. We define the space Sm (A) as the space of functions a(A) E S m (A)
satisfying the following estimates: for each a, there is a C > 0 such that
|la'a(A) Ii C(1 + iAI)m - ' l
If T is any Frechet space, the space Sm (A; F) of F valued symbols of order m on A is defined
similarly.
Lemma 3.1.3 Let A C C be a closed cone, m, p E R, and d E R + .If p > 0, then
S'p"d (Rn) C Sp/d(A; Sm(Rn)),
and if p _ O, then
S'pd (Rn) C Sp/d(A; Sm-p(R)).
In particular, S o"'P'd(Rn) = SP/d(A, S(R n ) ), where Sp/d(A, S(R n) ) are the Schwartz space valued
symbols of order p/d on A.
PROOF: Fix a. Let p < 0. Then,
(1 + IAI1/d + Il)p- djal  (1 + AI/d) p- dj I.a
It follows that SAp'd (Rn) C Sp/d(A; S m -p(R)).
Now let p > 0, Then, if p- daj < 0, (1+IA 1/d+l)p- a ld ( +All1/d) p-dlIl and if p-da > 0,
(1 + IAIl/d + f 1)p - dIa < (1 + AI1/d)p-da (1 + J )p- d alj. In both these cases,
(1 + AIXl1 + Il)p-d a (1 + I )m-p < (1+ AI /d)p-djal (1+ Il)m .
It follows that S'p'd (Rn) C SP/d(A; S m (R n ) ).
3.2 Resolvent tempered symbols
Fix a closed cone A C C. In the next three subsections, we give various refinements of the
tempered symbol spaces S*'**(Rn). Our first refinement are the symbols that have more 'resolvent-
like' behavior. Thus, let a(() E Sm(Rn), m E R + , be elliptic. Suppose that A is a proper subcone
of a closed cone A' C C and suppose that for some constant r > 0, a( ) V A' for all || 2> r. Let
X(() E C"(Rn) with X( ) - 0 for I1 - r and X( ) - 1 for |>| > r + 1. Then by Lemma 3.1.1 with
N = -1, we know that
a(A, ) := X($) (a(() - A)- E SAm '-m' m (Rn).
What other properties does a(A, ) have; especially at A = oc? Define Ace = A IA C A} and set
p := 1/A - X/A 12 E AcC, where A E A \ {0}. Then, observe that
a(1/p, ) = y X() (pa( ) - 1)- 1 .
Thus, if we define (p,,) := p- 1 a(1/p, ) x( X()(pa(() - 1)- 1 , then 5(p, ) E Cm (Acc x Rn).
Moreover, Since a(s) is elliptic, there exists a constant e > 0 such that e j m < a(()I < J|m for
all |>| > r. It follows that
I a(, ,) I < C (1 + I/l Ilm)- 1
for some C > 0. In fact, one can easily check that it satisfies the estimates: for any a and 3 there
is a C > 0 such that
|I o a(,) I C(1 + Il Ilm)- 1- ll (1 + |1) m l - 
for all (p, () E Acc x R n .
Definition 3.2.1 Let m, p E R and d e R + with p/d E Z. The subspace SA", (Rn) C Sm,p,d R n)
of resolvent tempered symbols consists of those elements a(A, () C Sm,p,d(Rn) such that if we define
L(p, ) := pP/d a(1/p, () = pp/d a(J/p 12, ) for all (p, ) c Acc X Rn
then i(p, ) E C'(Acc x Rn)3 and it satisfies the estimates: for any a and 3 there is a C > 0 such
that
I 0 az(p, ) I C (1 + Ipl I'Id)p/d-IaI (1 + |)aI+m-p-- I3I
for all (p, A) c x R n .
Lemma 3.2.1 Let A C A' be a proper subcone of a closed cone A' C C. Let a( ) E S m (R") be
elliptic and suppose that for some r > 0, a() 1 A' for all || > r. Then for any N E Z and
X(6) E C"(Rn) with X( ) - 0 for 161 < r and X( ) - 1 for 161 > r + 1, we have
x(6) (a(6) - A)N E S, Nm m(Rn).
PROOF: We will leave this as an exercise for the reader. 0
Lemma 3.2.2 Let m, p E R and d E R + with p/d E Z. Then given any sequence amj(A, ) E
Sm-2,p,d(Rn), there exists an a(A, ) E SmP'd (R) such that for all N E N,
N-1
a(A,6) - E am-j(A,A) 6 SNA, ~d(Rn).
j=0
PROOF: The proof of this Lemma follows almost along the same line of reasoning used to prove the
usual 'Asymptotic Summation Lemma' for the usual symbols. Thus, we will leave the details to the
reader. •
3 Thus, d(p, () is smooth even at u = 0.
3.3 Polyhomogeneous tempered symbols
We will now describe a subset SmPd (Rn) C Sm,p,d(Rn) of one-step, polyhomogeneous symbols.
Lemma 3.3.1 Let a(A, ) E C((A \ {0}) x (Rn \ {0})) be such that for some m, e E R,
a(6eA, 6~) = Sma(A, ) for all 6 > 0
and such that a(A, /EIl) E CO(A x Sn- 1). Then, a(A, ) E CO"(A x (Rn \ {0})) and there exists an
E > 0 such that
1. for any /, (O0a)(A, /l l) E C0"((Au BE) x Sn- 1 ), where BE = {A E C I A : e};
2. for any r > 0,
a(A,) E C"( (A U Ber,) x{ ( r}), if e > 0;
a(,) C((A U Bere) x {0 < ll <r}), if e < 0.
PROOF: Since a(A, /| |) E CO"(A x Sn- 1), by definition of CO(A x Sn- 1), there exists an E > 0
such that
a(A, (/lI) E C ((A U Be) x S"- 1). (17)
Observe that
a(A, ,) = a(| IIleA, I1 / ) = mI~a( 1- , /I1 ). (18)
Then (17) and (18) implies property (1). To see (2), observe that (17) and (18) implies that a(A, ()
is smooth in A and ( if 1-e'AI  e and |(| > 0; that is, JAl < e|fle and JI( > 0. If e > 0, this holds
when JAI 5 ere and |(| > r; and if e < 0, this holds when JAl < ere and 0 < |i| < r. *
Recall that Ac, = { IA E A}.
Proposition 3.3.1 Let m, p E R and d E R + with p/d E Z. Let a(A, ) E C"(A x (R" \ {0})) be
such that
a(6dA, 6 ) = 6m a(A, ) for all 6 > 0.
Also, suppose that if we define
&(p, ) := Ip ld a(1/p, ) = p /d a(f/ IA12, ) for all (p, 6) E A,, x R n ,
then we have (p, 6/11) E CO(Acc x Sn-1)4 . Then,
1. For any a and p there is a C > 0 such that
I OMO8a(A, ) I 5 C ( Ald + |1 )p - djal iIr6 - p-10.
2. a(p, 6) E C (Acc x R n) and for any a and 3 there is a C > 0 such that
I a 0(, i ) 5 C (1 + 1'|lI 1(1d)p/d-al I 1l d al+ m-p-|3I
In particular, for any X( ) E C" (Rn) with X(6) - 0 near 6 = 0 and X( ) E 1 outside a neighborhood
of 0, we have X(6) a(A, 6) E Sm,p,d (Rn).
PROOF: First observe that (p, ) E COO(AC x (Rn \ {0})) by Lemma 3.3.1. We will now prove (1).
Since i(p,6/6ll) E C"(Acc x Sn-1), by Lemma 3.3.1, (E )(,/l~1) COO(Acc x Sn - 1) for any /.
Thus, if a and /3 are given, there is a C > 0 such that for all IAI > 1 (that is, IP 1),
I AJ (a o0a)(,/I I ) I = I -' ( (-, ,) / / III
5 C IPl- p/d
= CAIlp/d.
4 Thus, i(p, /11) is smooth even at /p = 0
Hence, as a(A, /| I) E C"(A x Sn- 1), there is a C > 0 such that
I (Oac a)(A, I~/I) I < C (1 + A)p/ d- la l  (19)
for all (A, ) E A x (R n \ {0}). Since a(6dA, ) = 6m a(A, ) for all 6 > 0,
('Oa)(6d A, 6) = 6m-dlal- l01 (aAOa)(A,) for all 6 > 0. (20)
Combining (19) and (20), we conclude that
la a a(A,) I = I(ax, a)( II d l-d,, 1 /Il) I
Irlm-d l-1ll( O2Oaa)( -kdA,,/I)
< I 1m-dia l- Pl C (1 + II1- AI )p/d-jaI
=C(1 A + Id )p/d-a l IIm-p-PI
< C ( A1/'d + I 1 )p-dal 1I~m-p-lI.
We will leave the proof of (2) to the reader. Its proof follows exactly the same line of reasoning
used to prove (1). 0
Definition 3.3.1 Let m, p E R and d E R + with p/d E Z. The space C d (m)(R n ) consists of
those functions a(A, ) E C'O(A x (R n \ {0})) such that
1. a(6dA, 6 ) = 6m a(A, () for all 6 > 0;
2. if we define a(p, ) := pp/d a(1/ ,d) = pp/d a(TI//1 2 , ) for all (cp, ) E ,, x (R n \ {0}), then
we have a(p,~,/I~I) E Co(Acc x Sn-1).
Lemma 3.3.2 For any m E R, p > 0, and d E R + such that p/d E No, we have
Coo (Rn) g Coo,p,d n)
Chom(m)(R) C A,hom(m) (R
PROOF: We will leave this as an exercise for the reader. *
Definition 3.3.2 Let m, p E R and d E R + with p/d E Z. The space of resolvent one-step,
polyhomogeneous symbols, Sm,p, (Rn) C Sm,,d (R n ) consists of those elements a(A, () E Sm A (Rn)
such that
a(A, ) E x() am_ (A, ), (21)
j=0
where for each j, am-,(A, ) A , o (m_ )(Rn), where x(() E C'(Rn) with X( ) - 0 near = 0
and X() = 1 outside a neighborhood of 0, and where the asymptotic sum (21) is in the sense of
Lemma 3.2.2.
Lemma 3.3.3 Let m, p E R and d E R + with p/d E Z. Then for any X(4) E COO(Rn) with
X(() E 0 near = 0 and X(() = 1 outside a neighborhood of 0, we have
X() CA,hom(m)(n ) C ros ''(R)
Lemma 3.3.4 Let a(() E C"m(m)(Rn), m E R + be elliptic and suppose that a(() never takes
values in the cone A for ( Z 0. Then for all N E Z,
(a() - A)N E CAhom(m) (R)
In particular, for any X( ) E C' (Rn) with X(() - 0 near = 0 and X(() - 1 outside a neighborhood
of 0, X(() (a(() - A)N E SNm,Na,m(Rn).
PROOF: We will leave the verification that (a(s) - A)N satisfies (1) and (2) of Definition 3.3.1 to
the reader. *
If m E R, we define Sm(A) as those a(A) e C'(A) such that a(A) 0 '-1o X(A) am-j(A), where
X(A) - 0 near A = 0 and outside a neighborhood of 0, and where am-j(A) E C(A \ {0}) is
homogeneous of degree m - j. Here, the asymptotic sum means that a(A) - E- (A) am-j(A) E
Sm-N(A) for each N E N. If F is any Frechet space, the space Sm(A; F) of Y valued one-step
symbols of order m on A is defined similarly.
Lemma 3.3.5 Let A C C be a closed cone. Then
SA,,pod (n) = Sos(A, S(Rn)
PROOF: We will leave this as an exercise for the reader. 0
3.4 Resolvent like symbols
Let a(s) E Sm (Rn), m E R + be elliptic and let A C C be a closed cone. Suppose that A is a
proper subcone of a closed cone A' C C and suppose that for some constant r > 0, a(() t' A' for all
>( -r. Since a( ) is elliptic, there exists a constant 6 > 0 such that
6(1 + Jll) m < la(()l < (1 + l)m
for all I| > r. Let X(() E COc(Rn) with X(() - 0 for I| - r and X(() = 1 for |1| > r + 1. Then
it follows that a(A, X (~) - A)- 1 E Sm,-m m (R n ) is such that given any 0 < E < 6, for
each ( E R n, A -+ a(A, () extends to be a holomorphic function for all
1
AE AU{AE CI IA e(1+6l) m or -(1+Il1)m < IAI .
Thus, a(A, 6) extends to be a smooth function, holomorphic in A, for (A, 6) in
1{(A, ) C x R" IAE A or IAI : (1+ kI)m or -(1+ 161)m < A I}. (22)
Moreover, observe that for any a and 3, there is a C > 0 such that
I OoOa(A, ~) I < C (1 + IA1/m + 61 )-m-dYl (1 + I )-I,3
for all (A, 6) in the set given by (22); that is, a(A, 6) continues to satisfy the same symbol estimates
for (A, ) in the set given by (22).
Definition 3.4.1 Let m, p G R, and let d E R + .Then a symbol a(A, 6) E Sp,'d(R") is said to be
resolvent like if there exists an e > 0 such that a(A, () extends to be a smooth function, holomorphic
in A, for (A, ) in
1{(A,6) G C x R IA A or IAI (1 +161) or - (1 + 1)d < IAI}; (23)
and moreover, a(A, 6) continues to satisfy the same symbol estimates for (A, 6) in the set given by
(23).
Definition 3.4.2 Let m, p C R, and let d E R + with p/d E Z. Then a function a(A, ) C
Chom(m)(Rn) is said to be resolvent like if for any X(6) C C"(Rn) with X(6) = 0 near 0 and
with x(6) - 1 outside a neighborhood of 0, the symbol X(() a(A, 6) E S~,p,d(Rn) is resolvent like.
Lemma 3.4.1 Let m, p E R, and let d C R + with p/d E Z. Let a(A, 6) E Ciho(m)(Rn). Then
the following are equivalent.
1. a(A, 6) is resolvent like.
2. There exists an e > 0 such that a(A, 6/61) extends to be a smooth function, holomorphic in A,
for (A,/l) E {(A,6/~) C x Sn- 1 l A A or AI <e or 1< All.
3. There exists an e > 0 such that a(A, 6) extends to be a smooth function, holomorphic in A, for
(A,6) e {(A,6) EC x (R n \{0})IAE A or IAI < ElIld or 1 Ild < IJl}.
PROOF: Let a(A, ) E CAh (m)(Rn). Suppose that it is resolvent like. We'll show that a(A, )
satisfies (2). Let X(6) E CO(Rn) with X(() = 0 for IjI - 1/2 and with X(6) - 1 for 1J > 1. Then
b(A, 6) := X(6) a(A, 6) is such that there exists an e > 0 such that b(A, 6) extends to be a smooth
function, holomorphic in A, for (A, 6) in
1{(A,) EC x Rn I AEA or I Al < C el or -6 d <I A|}.
It follows that b(A, /1|61) = a(A, 6/l l) is such that it extends to be a smooth function, holomorphic
in A, for (A,6/|1|) E {(A,/II) C x Sn- I A E A or IAI < E or < JA|}.
Now suppose that a(A, ) satisfies (2); thus, there exists an e > 0 such that a(A,(/l l) extends
to be a smooth function, holomorphic in A, for (A, C/ll) in
1{(A,/ll) EC Sn- 1 I AE A or AIl < e or - < AI}.
We'll show that a(A, ) satisfies (3). Observe that for (A, ) EA  x (R n \ {0}), we have
a(A, ) = l1m a(l -d A, /1l1 ).
It follows that a(A, () extends to be a smooth function, holomorphic in A, for (A, () in
{(A,() eC x (R n \ {0}) A A or Ikl-dlAl< E or - < I1-dlA};
that is, {(A,() E C x (Rn \ {0}) I A or JAl < C1 1d or 1 d I< JA}. We will leave (3) implies
(1) to the reader. 0
3.5 Tempered small calculus
Let A C C be a closed cone and let X be compact with corners.
Definition 3.5.1 Let Y C X be a closed p-submanifold and let m, p E R and d E R + . The space
of tempered conormal distributions to Y of degree m,p, d, IT'P'd (X, Y), consists of those elements
u C C' (A; I m (X, Y)) satisfying the following two conditions:
1. Given any 0 E C'(X \ Y), we have 4u E Sp/d(A; Co(X)).
2. Given any coordinate patch Rk x Rq on X such that Y RI,k x {0} and any compactly
supported function 4 on the coordinate patch, we have
1 f eiz a(A, y,) d,S (2,r) ,
where y -+ a(A,y, ) C Co(Rnk; S~p,d(Rn)).
The space of resolvent tempered conormal distributions to Y of degree m,p, d p,Impd (X, Y), consists
of those elements u E C'(A; Im (X, Y) ) satisfying (1) with Sp/d replaced by Sp/ d and satisfying (2)
with SA,p,d replaced by 5 A,P,d The space of resolvent tempered, one-step, conormal distributions
to Y of degree m,p, d, ImPd (X, Y), consists of those elements u C C(A; Im (X, Y)) satisfying (1)
with Sp/d replaced by Sp/d and satisfying (2) with SA,p,d replaced by Sm,p,d
0-,o T'ro relcdb
Definition 3.5.2 Let m, p E R and d E R + .The small calculus of tempered b-pseudodifferential
operators of degree m,p, d, ,d(X, ), is the space of kernels
,Pd(X, ) : {E Impd( Ab, IAd  0 at lb U rb}.
If p/d E Z, the small calculus of resolvent tempered b-pseudodifferential operators of degree
m,p,d, 'Im,d(X,~~X ), is the space of kernels
m 'p,d' 4) : A E h~p,d(2 A, Q2Sb,A,r {A IP(X b, ) A 0 at lb U rb}.
The small calculus of resolvent tempered, one-step, b-pseudodifferential operators of degree
m, p, d, b,A,ros(X, S), is the space of kernels
1 'mp, d\2
Tmp,d (X, ) : A E Im,p,d (X , b, ) I -A 0 at lb U rb}.
b,,ro8 b A ros bI _ t U
Lemma 3.1.2 implies the following.
Lemma 3.5.1 Let m,p E R and d E R + . Then,
1. for any m',p' E R, d(X, ) C A (X, b), provided m < m' and p p';
,,@ im,p, d (X mda,p-,d(X
2. for any a, 2 m , i d(X, Of ) C 2m-dlalp-da ,d(X, 2 );
3. ifp > 0,
T pI,d(X, 1) C Sp/d (; T m(X, O ))
and if p < 0, then
T m&Pd(X, Q) C Sp/d(A; Tm-P(X, Q )).
Similar statements holds for the resolvent tempered and resolvent one-step spaces.
Thus, the following Theorem follows from Theorem 2.4.1.
Theorem 3.5.1 Let m, p E R and d E R + and let A E 4IWP',d(X, ~b). Then A defines a linear
map
1 1
A : "(X, f) -+ Sp/d(A; C (X, ),
continuous in the C" topology.
The following Theorem is proved just like the usual composition result in the small calculus.
Theorem 3.5.2 Let m,m',p,p' E R and d E R + . If A E P'md(X, -) and B E Tb'A 'X, '- ),
then
AoBE m+m',p+p',d(X, X ).
Similar statements holds for the resolvent tempered and resolvent one-step spaces.
The proof of the following 'Asymptotic Summation' result will be left to the reader.
Lemma 3.5.2 Let m, pER and d E R + and for each j E No, let Am-j E -j,pd(X, Q). Then,
there exists an A E X,Pd(X, Q 2) such that for any N E N,
N-1
A- SA X E mN,p,a(X, Qb);
j=O
in which case, we write A - Eo Am-j. Similar statements hold for the resolvent tempered and
resolvent one-step spaces.
3.6 Tempered calculus with bounds
Let a, 0, and 7r be multi-indices for lb, rb, and ff of X'. Let p E R and d E R + with p/d E Z.
We define
S,p,d;a,0' ) 2 a+E :U +eSpd(A; S011 (X2, q5
E>o
For any m E R, we define
~m 2,d; ,ta'"(X, Q ) = m (, O ) + T - opd, c ,7,(X, Q )1 Mfpr ,dg7 1 1
and
, p+d;a, , 7( X mpd Q I1 + -+ ,p,d;, L(X Q )
Lemma 3.6.1 Let R E T IO2'Pd(X,f\), where p < 0 and d > 0 with p/d C Z. Then there exists a
continuous increasing function r : R+ -+ R+ such that for each e > 0 and JAI r(c),
(Id - R(A)) - 1 = Id + S(A),
where for each > O0, S(A) E Tb 0,PE' ''(X,Q2 ) for JAI > r(c).
PROOF: See [7]. •
3.7 The Resolvent as a Tempered operator
Recall that given closed cones A, A' C C, A is a proper subcone of A' if A C int(A') U {0}.
Definition 3.7.1 Let m C R + and A C C be a closed cone. The set $fm(X, O) consists of
those elliptic operators A E T m(X, ) such that the principal symbol bam(A) E S[m](bT*X) can
be represented by an element a(x, ) E Sm(bT*X) having the property that there exists a close cone
A' C C with A C A' a proper subcone, and a compact set K C Y*X such that a(x, A) ' ' for all
(x,) 
€ K.
We define Eff 'OS(X, := effma(X, ) n x (X, Q)
This Definition makes sense because of the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.7.1 Let a(x, ) E Sm(bT*X), m E R + be elliptic and let A C C be a closed cone. Suppose
that a(x, ) has the property that there exists a close cone A' C C with A C A' a proper subcone, and
compact set K C bT*X such that a(x, () V A' for all (x, ) V K. Then for any b(x, ) E S (m - 1 T*X),
a(x, () + b(x, ) has the same property.
PROOF: Let x(x, ) E C'(bT*X) with x(x,() = 0 for (x, ) E K and with x(x,() - 1 outside a
neighborhood of K. Let b(x, () E Sm-1(bT*X). Then,
a(x, ) + b(x, () = a(x, () + x(x, () b(x, () + (1 - X(x, ()) b(x, ).
Since 1 - X(x, _) - 0 outside of K, we just need a(x, () + X(x, () b(x, () to have the same property
as a(x, ). Since a is elliptic and non-zero outside of K, we can write
a(x, $) + X(x, () b(x, ) = a(x, () (1 + (x,)(x,
Thus, we just have to show that for any c(x, ) E S-(T*X), a(x, ) (1 + c(x, )), has the same
property as a(x, (). We will leave this as an exercise to the reader. (Hint: Since a(x, ) is elliptic,
it grows like IJm as I -+ 00, where I I is the norm of any metric on bT*X, and c(x, () decays like
I(-1 as -+ o.) 0
1 1
Observe that if Ae C '(X,O~ ), m C R + , is any elliptic operator, then A*A C, eA(X,b )
for any closed cone A C C with A n (0, 0c) = 0.
Lemma 3.7.2 Let A E 4W (X, b), m E R + , be elliptic. Then A E EeieA,os(X, ) iffbum(A) E
Chom(m)( T*X) is such that bum(A)(x,() g A for all ( # 0.
PROOF: We will leave this as an exercise for the reader.
1
Lemma 3.7.3 Let A E lefm,(X, Q), m E R + . Then for some r > 0, there exists a B(A) E
b,-m ,r-M m (X, ) for IAI > r, such that
(A - A)B(A) = Id - R(A),
1
where R(A) E m bi, (X,Q) for |Al > r. If A E £e~o~,,(X, ), then we may choose B(A) E
b- m,-' m ,(X, -) for JAl r.
PROOF: For simplicity of notation, we will only prove this Lemma for the space £ee m(X, Q2 ); the
proof for the one-step space is basically the same.5 Thus, let A E 8 em,(X, ~). Let am(x,) E
Sm(bT*X) be a representative of the principal symbol bam(A) E S[m](bT*X) such that there exists
a close cone A' C C with A C A' a proper subcone, and a compact set K C bT*X such that
am(x, ) A' for all (x, ) V K. Define r := 1 + max(Y,C)EK lam(y, )].
Let U = R ' ,k x R' be a coordinate patch on X2 such that Ab - Rnk x {0}. Note that the Rn,k
factor of U can be considered as a coordinate patch on X. Let q E C (Rnk) and let 7 E COC (U)
be such that 0(y, 0) _ 1 on supp 0. Since iA is supported on the coordinate patch U, we can write
OA = (27) -C a(y, () d~ 0 v,
where 0 < v E C(U, b ), and where
a(y, ) = (y, 0) am(y, ) modulo Sm-l(bT*X). (24)
Then observe that 0(y)(am(y,) - A)- 1 is smooth for A E A with AI > r. Hence, by Lemma 3.2.1,
¢(y)(am(y, ) - A)-' E C(Rn,k; SA,-m m (R)) for all A E A with IAI > r. Let 0' E CO(U)
such that 0'(y, 0) - 1 on supp ¢ and 1 on supp ?'. For A E A with AI r, define
B(A) := ?'(y,z) 0(y) (w f e z (am(y, ) - A))- d v. (25)
Then, B(A) E -m,-m,m(X, Q ) for IAl > r. Since 1 - 9 - 0 on supp b' it follows that
[(1- 4)A]B(A) E Qb,Am,m(X, Q).
for IAI > r. Hence, for JAI > r,
AB(A) = [OA]B(A) + [(1 - O)A]B(A)
= [A]B(A) modulo b,-m' (X, Q).
Also, observe that (24) implies that for IAI > r, (OA - A)B(A) = q modulo bii,r mm(X~ 2)
Hence, for A E A with JAI > r
(A - A)B(A) = ¢ - R(A), (26)
where R(A) E Tb ,-m,m(X, O) for |Al > r.
5The only difference occurs in equation 25, where we set am(y, ) := X( )bum(A)(y, (), where X(() - 0 near 0 and
X(() - 1 outside of a neighborhood of 0.
Let {Ui}= 1 be coordinate patches of X' giving product decompositions of X' with respect to the
p-submanifold Ab, such that {U, nAb} covers Ab. Let {0} be a partition of unity of Ab with respect
to the cover {U, nAb}. Then for each i, by (26), there exists a B,(A) E -- mm(X, ) for E
with AI > r, such that (A - A)Bi(A) = ~- R,(A), where R,(A) E xb, ,m(X, Q) for JAl > r.
Setting B(A) := BEN i(A), it follows that (A- A)B(A) = Id - R(A), where R(A) E TbI ,m m (X, Q )
for AlI > r. Since R(A)i E 9 , ~ '"m (X, W) for each j, we can choose an R'(A) E -'i mm7(X, )
such that R'(A) - E, R(A)J. Thus, if B'(A) := B(A) o (Id + R'(A)) E ,,-'T m' (X,Q, ) for
AI > r, it follows that
(A - A)B'(A) = Id - R"(A), (27)
where R"(A) CE -I-"-mm(X, Q 2 ) for IAI > r.
Lemma 3.7.4 Let A E £fCA (X, Q ), m E R + . Then there exists a continuous increasing function
R + -+ R + such that for each e > 0, (A-A) - 1 E -m,-mm,E,,"(X , Q ) for |Al > r(e). Moreover,
If A e £ A(X, Qb), then for each e > 0, (A - A)-l E xbm,nos ,(X, ) for Al > r(E).
PROOF: For simplicity of notation, we will only prove the Theorem for the space el£W (X, OQ);
the proof for the one-step space is exactly the same. Thus, let A E E£ A (X, Q 2 ). By the previous
Lemma, for some r > 0, there exists a B(A) E 1-mr-mm(X, Q2 ) for JA > r, such that
(A - A)B(A) = Id - R(A),
where R(A) E S - m (X, 2) for JAI > r. Thus, by Lemma 3.6.1, there exists a continuous
increasing function r : R + -- R + such that for each e > 0 and A I > r(e),
(Id - R(A)) - 1 = Id + S(A),
where for each E > 0, S(A) E Ap-, , Q) for AI r(). Hence, for each c > 0 and JAI > r(ie),
(A - A)- = B(A) o (Id + S(A)) CE T m, 7-m m' ' (X, f )
for all A E A with AI L r(). 0
For any e > 0, we define B := {A E C I AI < }.
Definition 3.7.2 Let m, p E R and let d C R + . Then an operator A Q p,'d(X, b~) is said to
be resolvent like if
1. AU BE 9 A - A(A) cE T(X, Rb) is holomorphic for some e > 0 and
2. for any coordinate patch Rn,k x R' on X2 such that Ab E Rn,k x {0} and any compactly
supported function 0 on the coordinate patch, we have
A (2 ) ez 1 a(A, y, )d 0 v,
where v E C (X, b ), and where for each y E Rn 'k, (A, ) + a(A,y, ) E S~mp'd(R n ) is
resolvent like.
1
Theorem 3.7.1 Let A C EffmA(X, Q2), m E R + . Then there exists a resolvent like operator
B(A) EC I-m'-m m (X, b ) such that for A E A with AIl sufficiently large,
(A - A)-A = B(A) + R(A),
where for some continuous increasing function r : R+ -+ R+, for each E > 0, we have R(A) E
Xb-m,m,,e, (X, Q') for JAI > r(E).
If A E 2£,,(X, , ), then there exists a resolvent like operator B(A) E 2b,OS m (X, b)
such that for A E A with IAI sufficiently large,
(A - A)- 1 = B(A) + R(A),
where for some continuous increasing function r : R + - R + , for each e > 0, we have R(A) E
1IQ- °,-m,m,e,e,(X, ) for AI > r(e).
PROOF: The proof of this Theorem follows almost exactly the same pattern as the proof of Lemma
3.7.3. Thus, we will leave this proof as an exercise with hints:
1. Read through the proof of Lemma 3.7.3 until you get to equation (25). Then,
(a) if A E ELem(X, ~b ), replace B(A) in equation (25) by
1 1ftPm,-m,m(X, ),
B(A) := #'(y, z) €(y) e iz X()( am(y,() - A)- d 0 v E b,, m (X,
where x(() E C"(R n ) with X(() - 0 near 0 and with X( ) = 1 outside a neighborhood
of 0, such that am(x, ) ' A' for all (x, () with ( ( supp x;
(b) if A E Sg~bAS,(X, Qo), replace B(A) in equation (25) by
1_ f m_m,m(X,
B(A) := 4(y, z) 0(y) eiz x(()(am(y,) - A)- d v E b-, b )
where x(() E C"(Rn) is any smooth function with X(() = 0 near 0 and with X(() E 1
outside a neighborhood of 0.
2. Using a similar argument we used to prove equation (26), show that (A - A)B(A) = 0 - R(A),
where
1 1
(a) R(A) E om(X, ), if A,
(b) R(A) E -l'°',o (X, Qf), if A E E£ A,oS(X, Q ).
3. By taking a partition of unity of Ab, show that (A - A)B(A) = Id - R(A), for some resolvent
like operators
1 1
(a) B(A)CE b-m,-mm(X, Q ) and R(A) E ,om(X, ), if A E le (X, Q);
(b) B(A) E -m(-mX,) and R(A) E b,-',O(X, Q), if A E E Am,(X, Q ).b,a,ros b b,,ros bb,A I b
4. By choosing appropriate asymptotic sums, show as we did in equation (27), that
(A - A)B'(A) = Id - R"(A), (28)
for some resolvent like operators
1 1 1
(a) B'(A) E -, m' m (X, Q ) and R"(A) E T 'm(X, 0 ), if A E SeemA(X, 2b);A -mb- m nb,A,r b -
1 1 1(b) B'(A) E -m'-m' m (X, Ql) and R"(A) E Q-m'o'm(X, ), if A E em ,(XX, ).b,,ros bB'() b b,A
5. Now multiply both sides of equation (28) by (A - A)- 1 , using Lemma 3.7.4, to finish off the
proof of this Theorem.
*
[S 2 ; northpole]
Figure 3: The manifold A radially compactified.
3.8 The blown-up tempered space
We will now realize the spaces xp ( 
" 1
We will now realize the spaces 9bhrof(X, Q ') as classical conormal functions on an appropriate
blown-up space.
Let A C C be a closed cone. Denote by A, the manifold A radially compactified. We denote by
0ooA, the boundary 'at infinity'. A geometric way to view A is as follows. Consider A as a subset of
the Riemann Sphere S2 . Then if we blow up the north pole of S2 , the compactification A is just the
closure (of the lift) of A into [S2; north pole] (see Figure 3). Some convenient coordinates near 0ooA
can be obtained as follows. Let Ac = { I A E A} be the 'complex conjugate' cone of A. Observe
that
A,, - A= 1/ = /1112 e h
is a biholomorphism of Acc \ {0} onto A \ {0}. Then by the definition of A, [A,,; {0}] - A \ {0},
where ff [Acc; {0}] = ooAl.
Let X be compact with corners. We define
X,A := [Xb x A; Ab x 0oA; Ab x A].
Figure 4 gives a pictorial representation of X 2  We define
bi := 1 -1(X2 x aoo \ (A b x a0 X);
fi := P-1 (A b X 1.);
df := p-1(Ab x X \ (Ab x O90A));
where we call bi, the 'boundary at infinity', fi, the 'face at infinity', and df, the 'diagonal face'.
We will now fix the notation for local coordinates on X 2  We will use the identification
[Acc; {0}] - A \ {0}, with ff[Ac,; {0}] = &oA. We define
r := I1, W := Pl/II, P = 1/A E C.
Let U = Rn,k x R n be a coordinate patch on X2 with Ab = R ',k x {0}. Then away from A = 0,
X < A_ Rn,k n x [0, oO)r, x (Sn Ac),
with
Ab x ao R' k x {O}z x {0}r x (S1 n A cc),
and
Ab x A Rn,k X {0}z X [0, oo), x (S n Acc)w.
Thus, 'X2  Rn,k x TR, where T := [Rn x ; Y1 ; Y 2] with
Y, := {0}z x {0} x (S' n Acc), and Y2 := {0}z x [0, oo), x (S1n Acc),.
The coordinates (y, w), together with each of the first three coordinates shown in Figure 5, give
various coordinate systems on [X2 x A; Ab x aA] and the coordinates (y, w), together with the last
[Xb x X; A b X O4A]
AbX 2oo
Figure 4: The manifold X 2A
set of coordinates shown in Figure 5, give coordinates on X 2 = [X2 x A; Ab X 00X; Ab x A] near
df. On TA, we define bi := {wo = 0}, fi := {t = 0}, and df := {u = 0}.
We now consider densities. We claim that Idz x2 G Co(Rl X, q), when lifted to Tn,
is of the form Idz I|1 A = Pdf f, p, where 0 < p E C'(T, f,). Indeed, observe that in the
coordinates r = syo and z = sy' near bi, we have
drI a ds do
Idz 12 -= s pi, (29)
r s o
where 0 < p1 E C,(Sl,q"). Also, observe that in the coordinates r = t and z = tuy near
df , we have Idz 21 = tu U du P2, where P2 E C(S - 1, d). This expression, together with
n n
(29) implies that Idz 1 = PP p, where 0 < p E C(Tn,~ ). More generally, we have the
following Lemma.
Lemma 3.8.1 Let 0 < VE Co(X,Q ). Then,
dA A dAl*(/ ( v| 2 d f ) -  '
A2
where 0 <p E CO(X2A,,0).
3.9 The Structure Theorem
Let d E R+. We will assume that A $ C. Thus, we can fix a branch of the logarithm function
such that log : A \ {0} - C is holomorphic. In particular, for any a E C, A :- ealog \ , where
A E A \ {0}, is well defined. We define A1/d : {1/d I A E A \ {0} } U {0}. Then Al/d is also a closed
cone in C and if A E Al/d, then Ad E A. Since A1/d is a cone, the manifold X2, is defined.
Recall that br,,,,'d (X, O 2 ) C CO(A; F (X, c ( ). If m E No, we define
1 1 1
Diff .9 (X, Q 2 , (X, Q 2 ) n CO(A; Diffm (X, Q ).I Ntew bAdfnDroif b b,A,ro b b
If m No, then we define Diff m p;do (X, Q):= 0.
X2 xXb
Coordinates on [X 2 x ; Ab x 0oA]:
p:= /(z2  +r2 )1/2 r o
o :=r/(I + r 2 1/2 r PW 0 0o
S:= z/(IZ12 + r2)1 /2  = WIbi
Coordinates near bi:
S := IzI
' := z/Izl z = 0
Coordinates near {w' 0}: t
t r } r=t
w := z/r z = t w
Coordinates on X2, near df :
t := t
7 := w/w w = u7 z = tu bi
Figure 5: Various coodinates on Xb,
Let m, p E R with p/d E Z. Define the index set Sm,p,d on X ,A1/d by
gm,p,d(ff) = Sm,p,d(edges of A) := No;
Em,p,d(lb) = Sm,p,d(rb) := 0; Em,p,d(bi) = -p + dNo;
n
£m,p,d(df) := + {(k - m - n + dl, 0) 1 k, 1 c No}UNo;
2
em,p,d(fi) := + {(k - m - n, 0) 1k G No}U(-p + No + dNo);
and define the index set Fm,p,d on A1/d, associated to O9A1/d, by
TFm,p,d := {(k - m - n,0) 1 k c No}U(-p + dNo).
Our Structure Theorem is the following.
Theorem 3.9.1 For each m, p E R and d E R+ with p/d E Z, there exists an exact sequence of
continuous linear maps
d ( _4pm,p,d Q2) 1 AEmp,d 2 10 Diff P (X,),, - b,,ros,(X, ) - phg (Xb,A1/dNb).
Moreover, if m < -n, there exists a continuous linear map
1m,p,d - 1 ___(b,A,ros b) Aphgl ( A1/d; Co(X, b)
In the proof of this Theorem, we show that if A(A) E , (X, Q2), then
A IdA A d\ A 2 1
A(Ad) 2  phg kb,A1/d, b
and if m < -n, then A(Ad)Ib APd(hg /d; C (X, b)
3.10 Proof of the Structure Theorems
Warning: Throughout this subsection, we will use the same letter A for the variable on A and
on A' d . But it will be clear during the context of an argument, whether we mean A E A or A E A1/d.
Lemma 3.10.1 For each N E No, define R (Sn - 1 x R) as those aE C(S-1 x (R \ {))
satisfying the following estimates: for each P E Diff*(S n - l) and /, there exists a C > 0 such that
IPO a(w,l ( < C{ II-n+N+-II1 3 0 < 1- (30)0 -n-2-101 , > 0.
Then, given a E RN(S n - 1 x Rn), the function
A(r, w) := SE a(w, ) d
Nso([, 00. X n-1.
is an element of rNSo([0, n-
PROOF: Let N E N and let a E RN(S n - 1 x Rn). Observe that the inequalities (30) imply that the
integral defining A(r, w) converges. We need to show that
rNA(r,w) = r-  ei a(w,() d
is in So([0, o)r x S-1). To see this, define for each w E S - l1, L, := -w D = - i=1 wiD,.
Then observe that Le'' = -r-le ~ . Hence, using the estimates (30) to justify integrating by
parts, we have
r-"NA(r, w) = (-1)y  (LN ei' ) a(w, ) d6
= Jel-E La(w, )d(
= Jei ao(w, ) d6,
where ao(w, ) := LNa(w, ) E Ro(S n - 1 x Rn). Thus, we may assume that a E R o(Sn- 1 x Rn);
we'll show that A(r,w) := f e"- a(w, ) d6 E So([0, oc)r x Sn-1). Observe that A is bounded since
a is integrable. We claim that
rrA(r, w) e' ' a (w, 6) d6, (31)
where al E Ro(Sn- 1 x R n) and that given any v E V(S"- 1 ),
vA(r,) = ei . a,(, ) d6, (32)
where a, E Ro(Sn-' x Rn). Note that once we prove these two statements, given any k E N and
P C Diff*(Sn-1), we have (rOr)kPA(r,w) = fei'E ak,p(w, )d6, where ak,p E R4(Sn - 1 x Rn).
Since ak,P is integrable, (ror)kPA(r,w) is bounded. Thus, A(r,w) E So([0,00)r x Sn-1). Thus,
it remains to prove (31) and (32). We first prove (31). Thus, using the estimates (30) to justify
integrating by parts, we find that
r8,A(r, w) = -r 1 J ei  (iw -) a(w, () d( (33)dTr
= J(Le'') (iw- a)a(w, ) d
S-e' * L [ (i 6) a(w, 6) ] d6.
Note that L[(i.-)a(w,)] E Ro(Sn - 1 x Rn). Thus, (31) holds. Now let v E Diff (S"-1). Then,
vA(r,w)= ei prva(w,()d+r- e v ,( r a(w,()d , (34)
where, for each w, p,(,() is a homogeneous polynomial in ( of degree 1. Observe that va E
Ro (Sn - 1 x Rn). Hence, by using a similar integration by parts argument on the second term of (34)
as we used in (33) above, it follows that vA(r, w) = f eZr$- a,(w, () d, for some a, E Ro (S"- 1 x Rn).
Thus, (32) is proved. _
We use the identification [Ald; {0}] - A/d \ {0}, with ff[ACCd; {0}] ,A/d. We define
r := p, w:= ~p/lp1, p = 1/A E AId
Recall that T,/d = [Rn x A1/d;Yl;Y 2], with
Y = {0}z x {0}, x (S' n A 1d) and Y2 = {0}z x [0, o ), x (S' n A' ld),.
Coordinates on Tnld are shown in Figure 5. Recall that bi = {wo = 0}, fi = {t = 0}, and
df = {u = 01}.
We first work on the expansion at bi.
Lemma 3.10.2 Then m, p E R with p/d C Z and let x(() E C' (Rn) with x(() - 0 on a neigh-
borhood of 0 and X(() _ 1 outside a neighborhood of 0. Then given any
A = eiz x(~) a(A, ) d,
where a(A, ) E CA (d (Rn), we have A(Ad) E A 1b (TI/d), where Ebi := -p + dN 0 is the index
set on T ,d associated to bi.
PROOF: Coordinates on TZl/d near bi are given by the second set of coordinates in Figure 5:
8 :=II r r
To := r/Iz
7' := zllzl z = s'.
Let a(A,() E Ch ,d(m) (Rn). Then a(A,() E C"(A x (Rn \ {0})) and is such that
a(6dA, 6) = 6m a(A, ) for all 6 > 0;
and if we define &(/, () := Ip /d a(1//, .) = lp / d a(I/I/]2 , ) for all (p,) E Ac x R n, then a(p/, ) E
C"(Acc x (Rn \ {0})). Observe that since p = rw = syow, we have
A(Ad) = e' . X( ) a( (s7ow)-d', ) d
- s- YoW eisy'- x(() &(sdd d d .
Thus, it suffices to prove that f ei" y' X(A) (sdowd, ~) d5 ' ~,(Tnl/d), where E', := dNo. To see
this, set L,I := -7' " D and choose N E N with m - N < -n - 2. Then observe that
J S Y'- x(() &(Sd yd d S-N(_l)N (Leis-,s () X( ) a(sdyd d d
s-N eis'.1 () (Lj)(Sdd, ) d
+ s-NAN(s, SdgdWd, Y'),
where AN(S, 1, y') = feS' L 1 N )(L,x()) (L -<a)(, J)] d. Since for 1 > 1, L X() -
O for ( near 0 and for ( outside a neighborhood of 0, it follows that AN(S, p, Y') is CC in all
variables (s, ,y'). In particular, AN(s,sdyodWd, ') can be expanded in powers of yd. Hence,
s -NAN(s, sddd, ') E A ' (T d). Thus, it remains to show that
eisy'- x() (N r d ( d AE;,(T d) .
Since m - N < n - 2, (L a)(A,() E Coo(Sy -- ,hom(m,d (Rn ) ), where m' < -n - 2. Thus, it
suffices to prove the following statement: given a(A, ) E C Ao'd(m) (Rn), where m < -n - 2,
A := /sy'C X() C(Sdedd ) e ''  ( dYldWd, )d E AE-5 (Tnl/d).
To see this, set v := -od and if w eie, set D, := cos(d0)8,1 + sin(d)92,,2 . Then, for any M C N,
D M A = dM / e isy'- x() (DMf )(s d d, ) d.
By Proposition 3.3.1, 5(p, () satisfies the estimates: for each a and 3, there is a C such that
I 81 a5j(A ,) 1 C(1 + I jd) /d-lai 1 jd +m-p--I ,3 1
In particular, for any a and p and M,
S0a D a(p, E) I < C (1 + IPI | d)p/d-M- l a l ~1 d Ia l+dM+m-p- 1I 1 .  (35)
Observe that this estimate implies that if M is sufficiently large (for example, if dM + m - p > -n),
then (DML)(wwd, ) is integrable near = 0 for all w E [0, 00); and moreover, it remains integrable
near = 0 even after we differentiate it with respect to w or w. Thus, if we define
BM(s,w,'/,w) := eiSy' (X(() - 1) (DM') (wwd, )dC, w [0, 00),
then BM is smooth in all variables. Also, since m < -n - 2, observe that for any M, the estimate
(35) implies that for any fixed w > 0, (DM )(wwd, ) is integrable near o = 00. Thus, for M
sufficiently large and sdyodwd > 0, f eisy'~- (D Ia)(d 7d, ) d converges. Thus, for M sufficiently
large, we can write
DMA = sdM eS s y'- (D M ) (sd d d, ) d + sdMBM (s, dyod, y', W). (36)
Since (Da)(Sdodd (S70)- 1~ ) = (S)-dM+p-m(D w )(wd, ), making the change of variables -
(s70)- 1( in the integral (36), we find that
DMA = SdM (S 0 )-dM+p-m-nAM + SdMBM(s, sdygd, ',W),
where AM := f eY F' (DMd)(wd, ) d. Since v = yod, we thus have
vMDMA = (S-o)P-m-nAM + SdM MBM( , sdd,', ).
Let N >> 0. Since m < -n - 2, choosing M such that dM + m - p _ -n - N + 1, the estimate
(35) implies that given /, there is a C such that
I DM )d,)d I C (1 + 1 d)p/d-M 1 1dM+m-p-0
< C ||-"+ +1- |(| < 1;0 -I -n- 2- 101, I 1 > 1
for some C' > 0. Thus, Lemma 3.10.1 implies that AM E yoNSo([0, 0() o x S n- x (S, Ac d).
Now observe that vMay, = (va, - M + 1)(va, - M + 2) ... (va, - 1)(v(,) and that yo09o = dv,.
Thus,
(70^ao - d(M + 1)) ... (7-o0y - d)(7yoO 0 )A E
(so)P-m-nYoNSo([0, oO)o x Sn, 1 x (SI, nA d)
+sdM dMC O([O, 0o ) X [0, O0)s,d X S,- X (S 1  A' 1d).
Since N and M can be arbitrarily large, Theorem 2.2.1 implies that A E AE" (T l/d)
We now work on the expansion at fi.
Lemma 3.10.3 Let m, p E R with p/d E Z and let yX() E C"(R n ) with X(() =- 0 on a neighborhood
of 0 and X(() = 1 outside a neighborhood of 0. Then given any
A= ez"' X(() a(A, ) d ,
where a(A, ) CA,homd (m)(Rn), we have
A(A d) E AE(T;n/d),
where pi := {(k - m - n, 0) 1 k E No}U(-p + No + dNo) is the index set on TAI/, associated to fi.
Moreover, if m < -n, then
A(Ad)]z=o E A (l/d),
where ~7:= {(k - m - n, 0) Ik E No}U(-p + dNo) is the index set on A1/d associated to OoA/d.
PROOF: Coordinates on Tl/d near fi are given by the first set of coordinates in Figure 5:
p := (|zj2  r 1 /2
wo r/(z2 + r2)1/2 ++
W' := z/(izl2 + r2)1/ = p
Let a(A, ) E Ch' d()(Rn). Then, since p = rw = pwow and z = rw', we have
A(A d) = esw ''  X() a( (p W)-d, ) d
= (pwow)-p J ep'~() a(pd ) dd .
Making the change of variables ( -+ p-1~ yields
A = p-m-n(o0 )-P eipw'. X() ((wo0 ) d .
Hence,
(p - (-m - n))A = -p-m n(wou)-P e ' 'pw' ( . a X)(0) ((o)d d,
= -p-P(ow) - / eipw'( d ( x )() a(p w)o , ) d, .
Since (~ . 8X)(() - 0 near = 0 and outside a neighborhood of 0, it follows that
f(u, v) := f ezuw'. ( . X)( ) d(v(ow)d')
is a smooth function of (u, v) E [0, 00)2. Hence,
(pO, - (-m - n))A - p-p+i+djAi (wo,W', ),
i,j=O
where for each i and j, Ai,j(wo,w',w) := (au&f)(0,0) E woPw-PSO(S o,) x (S'1 n AM d)). Note
that Ai, (wo,w',w) - 0 at w' = 0 for i > 0. Thus, by Theorem 2.2.1, it follows that A E Ai (TA Id),
and if m < -n, then A(Ad)lz= 0 E A-(A1/d).
We now work on the expansion at df.
Lemma 3.10.4 Let m, p E R with p/d E Z and let X(() E C' (Rn) with X(() - 0 on a neighborhood
of 0 and x(() - 1 outside a neighborhood of 0. Then given any
A = f eiz' x() a(A, ) d,
where a(A, ~) E Ch,d(m) (Rn), we have
A(Ad) AEdf(T l/d),
where Sdj := {(k - m - n + dl, 0) 1 k, 1 E No0 }UNo is the index set on Tn,, associated to bi.
PROOF: Coordinates on TA~ld near bi are given by the last set of coordinates in Figure 5:
t t=t ++ rt
w= uy z=tuy.:= wIwl w = z
Let a(A, ) E A,hom(m) (R). Then, A(Ad) = feiu ~ X() a( t-dW -d, ) d. Making the change of
variables ( i-* t-l( and using the homogeneous properties of a, we find that
A = t- m - n  eiu- x(/t) a(w - d, d
Thus,
(tOe - (-m - n))A = -t- m - n e'  ( OX)((/t) a(w-d d
- J u" (- ax)() a( t-dw-d, ) d
=: B(t,u,y7,w).
Since a • 84X(() = 0 near = 0 and outside a neighborhood of 0, B is a smooth function of u at
u = 0. Since (tOt - (-m - n))A = B, we have tat(tm+nA) = tm+nB. Integrating this equation
from 1 to t yields A = t-m-nA(1, u, -, w) + t- m - n t ,m+nB(r, u, y, w) d. The second term in this
equation is smooth at u = 0, and so we are left to show that
A' := A(1, u, , w) = eI X() a(w-d , ) Cd E A (T"1/d).
Note that for any a, we have (Ofa)(6dA,6 ) = 6m-dl ((Oa)(A, ) for all 6 > 0. In particular,
setting A = 0 yields (Oa a)(0, 6) = 6m-di(O.a)(0,() for all 6 > 0. Thus, expanding [0, oo) 3 v
a(vw-d, () in Taylor Series at v = 0, we find that for each N E N,
N-1
a(vw-d, ) = Z vIam-d (w, ) + bN(v, , ),
1=0
t :-t )t=t r t U
:= w/iwI z U z =t U
df
t
s: zl r To si yo
Yo r/Izl j+ , =
ly := z/Izl z = r
bi
Figure 6: Coordinates near df and bi.
where for each 1 and w, am-dl(w,) E Chom(m-dl)(Rn), and where
N 01
bN(v, W,) = v (1 - s)N - 1 (&Na)(svw--d,) ds.
Let N >> 0. Then, setting v = 1, it follows that A' = EN-1 Am-dl + BN, where
Am-dl := e'u'y X() am-dl (w, ) d, and BN := eiu' ' X() bN(1,w, <)d.
By using a similar argument as we did in Lemma 3.10.3, one can show that for each 1, Am-dl C
A'df(Tl1/d). Also, note that for each w, X(() bN(1,, ) E Sm-dN(Rn). Thus,
BN E CM([ , 00), x S - X (S n lA1/d))
for all M with M + m - dN < -n. Since N is arbitrary, by Proposition 2.2.1, A' E ACdf (T/lld).
Near bi, we can write T,/, [0, oo), x [0, o)yo x Fbs, where Fb, := Sn, 1 x (S, nA jd); and near
df, we can write T/d = [0, oo)u x [0, o) )t x Fdf, where Fdf := S - 1 x (S1 n A d). (See Figure 6.)
Lemma 3.10.5 Let N E N, let m, p E R with p/d E Z and with m + Ipl < -N - n - 1, and let
MEN with M + dM < N. Then given any
R= f ezr(A,()d,
where r(A, ) E Sp,d (Rn), we have R E (s7yo)-PC"([0,00)s x [0, o)sdd x Fbi) near bi, and
R E t-PCM( [, c0), x [0, 00)t x [0, c)td x Fdf ) near df.
PROOF: We must show that if
Rb, := J es' r((s7Y0o)-d,')d and Rdf4:= eituy- r((tw)-d, ) d,
then
Rb, E (so)-PCM( [0, OO)s x [0, 00),d x Fb, )
and
Rdf E t-PCM( [0, oc), X [0, 00)t X [0, 00)td X Fdf).
Since r E SA, r d(R), if we define f(p, ) := p /dr(1/,(), then f(p,() E C((Acc x R n ) and it
satisfies the estimates: for any a and 3, there is a C > 0 such that
| 8,P(p, ()I C (1 + II I~1 d)p/d-i 'a (1I 1 1)da j+ m - p-0.
Observe that for II bounded, for some C' (depending on the bound on JIp), we have
(1 + Ip| I1d)p/d (1 + I1)-p < C'(1 + I6l)lp.
Thus, for |II bounded, for any a, there is a C > 0 such that I 09f(p, ) I 5 C (1 + j ()dja+m+pl; or,
as m + IpI -N - n - 1 we have
a;I 9r (,') : C (1 + |1 |)djal-N-n-1. (37)
Rewriting Rbi and Rdf in terms of f gives
Rbi = (SYoW) eis' (s' f((Syo)dwd, () d and Rdf = (tw) - P  eitu y  f (tdwd, ) d.
Thus, to prove our Lemma, it suffices to show that if
Rbi(S, ,7 ',w) := /eis'y -(vwd, 6) d and Rdf(u, t, v, y, w) eituy- (VWd, 6) d,
then for all M E N with M + dM < N,
Rb,(8, , I ,w) E CM( [0, o)s x [0, o00) x Fbi)
and
Rdf (u, t, v, , w) E CM( [0, oo)u x [0, OO)t x [0, 00)v x Fdf).
We will leave the proof of this to the reader. But we remark that the proof follows directly from the
estimate (37). *
For each m, p E R and d E R + with p/d E Z, we define the index set Em,p,d on T n1/d by
£m,p,d(edges of A) := No; Em,p,d(bi) = -p + dNo;
Sm,p,d(df) := + {(k - m - n + dl, O0) I k, 1 No}UNo;
n
$m,p,d(fi) := + {(k - m - n, 0) Ik No}U(-p + No + dNo)
and define the index set Ym,p,d On Al/d, associated to OA/ l / d, by
Fm,p,d := {(k - m - n, 0) 1 k No}U(-p + dNo).
Lemma 3.10.6 For each m, p E R and d E R+ with p/d E Z, there exists a continuous linear map
M +
1
/4  A)d AddA
m+"/4, (Rn, {0},Q ) - A d(T d ); A A(A), 2b A
such that if m No, then this map is injective and if m E No, then this map has kernel
I+n/4,p,(Rn, 0}, b) n C"(A; spanc{Sk 0 Idzj2 10 k < m}).
Moreover, if m < -n, then there exists a continuous linear map
Im+n/4,p,d (R n, {0}, tO )I = o M Ap (( A1/ d,b); A A(Ad)z=o.
PROOF: By Lemma 3.8.1, if 0 < v E C"(R", b ), then when lifted to TA/d, v d 2 Pdf A
where 0 < p E C'(T, Q ). Hence, if S',p,d is the index set
S'm,p,d(edges of A) := No; ',p,d(bi) = -p + dNo;
$'n,p,d(df) := {(k - m - n + dl, 0) I k,l E No}UNo;
~r',p,d(fi) := {(k - m - n,0) 1k E No}U(-p + No + dNo),
then it suffices to show that there exists a continuous linear map
Io/ 4 d (R , {0}) -+ "(T1/ ); A ~- A(Ad),
such that if m ' No, then this map is injective and if m E No, then this map has kernel
Iom+n/ 4 ,pd (R, {0}) n C"(A; spanc{ k I 0 < k < m});
and if m < -n, then there exists a continuous linear map
I m + n / 4 ,p,d (R, {O})= o - A mYap,d(A/d); A - A(Ad)lz=o.
Let A E Imn/4 ,p,d(Rn , {0}). Then we can write
A = e a(A, ()d(,
with a(A, ~) - C-=o x(() am_3(A, ), where am-j(A, ) E CA,hom(m) (Rn) for each j, and where
X(() E C"(Rn ) is such that X(() - 0 on a neighborhood of 0 and X(() = 1 outside a neighborhood
of 0. Thus, for any N >> 0, we can write
N-1
A = 1 Am- 3 + RN, (38)
j=1
where Am-3 -(2r) eZ. x(()am-j(A,_ ) d, and where RN E I,+n/4 -N,p(Rn, {0}).
Now by Lemma 3.10.2, Lemma 3.10.4, and Lemma 3.10.3, for each j E No,
Am-,(Ad) E A (ph ~l/d ) and if m < -n, then Amj(Ad) z=o E Apgd
Thus, Proposition 2.2.1 applied to the expansion (38), using Lemma 3.10.5 on the remainer term
RN, shows that A(Ad) E A4p (T,/ ), and if m < -n, then A(Ad)z=o E mpd(A/d). Note
that
A(Ad) E 0 in AP'( T;/d ) iff or each A E Al/d, supp A(Ad) C {0}.pA( 0 in A hg
Now the only distributions having support at 0 are linear combinations of derivatives of the delta
distribution at 0. Hence, A(Ad) = 0 in A2'd( Tl/d ) iff
__ phg
A(Ad). Im+n/4,p,d (Rn, {0}) n C( A; spanc 16k I0 < k < m}).
PROOF OF THE STRUCTURE THEOREM: Let m, p E R and d E R+ with p/d E Z. Then by defini-
1 1,p,d 
tion, ,Aro(X, b) A:= { I'd(X, Ab, ) I A O at lbUrb}. In particular, mb, (X, Q )
Spd (A; m (X, f)) off of Ab, and in any product decomposition X Rn,k x R n , where
Ab -- Rn,k x {0}z, we can identify
Im,p,d (X, ~ ) ) - Imp(Rn,k x Rn n,kx
with
DiffA (X, ~ ) C I~(Rnk X R n, x {0}, )
consisting of those elements having polynomial symbols (in (). Thus, Theorem 3.9.1 follows from
Lemma 3.10.6.
3.11 Applications
Lemma 3.11.1 Let u(A) be a holomorphic function on A \ {0}, where A C C is a proper subcone of
C. Suppose that in polar coordinates, (r, 9), u is of the form u(r, O) = rz( N= uk( ) (log r)k ), where
z C C, N E No, and for each k, Uk E C"(S 1 nA). Then, we can write u(A) = AZ( No ak (log k),
for some constants ak E C.
PROOF: By replacing Uk(0) with e-iz9uk(0), we may assume that u(r, O) is of the form
N
u(r, 0) = Az ( k (0)(10g r)k)
k=O
where A = rei° . Observe that
1Sx = ( - iy) - (0= + iy)
1 i
(xox + yUy) + 2 (x, 
- y , )2 2
= -r + -o.2 2
Also, observe that
N N
roru = zrzezzO ( Uk()(0log r)k) + rZeiZ( ( u(k(0)k(logr)k-1), (39)
k=0 k=0
and
N N
iaou = -zreiZo( Uk (0) (log T)k ) +  reo( 5 iOouk(O)(logr )k )  (40)
k=0 k=0
Since u is holomorphic, 0 = 2AXdu = rdru + i&0u. Thus, adding (39) and (40), we find that
iO9UN(O) = 0; (41)
kuk () +i&Oukl(0) = 0, for k = 1,...,N.
Evidently, for each k, uk (0) is a polynomial of degree N - k. Hence, for each k, we can write
N
Uk() = ak,l k (i) 1 k
l=k
for some constants ak,l E C. Let 1 < k < N. Then,
N /k
Ouk-1(0) = i ak-,l (1- k + 1) k - 1 (i)l-k
l=k
N
= i ak-1,l k k (i)1-k
l=k
= ik ak-l,i k )(
=k/
By the equations (41), kuk(O) = --iOUk-1(). Thus, we must have ak-l, = ak,l for each 1 =
k,..., N. Hence, if we set ak := ak,k for k = 0,..., N, it follows that
N
Uk (8) al (i)-k, for k = 0,...,N.
l=k
Since log A = log r + iO, we conclude that
N
u(A) = A( Uk u()(logr)k)
k=O
A a( l 1 (iO)ltk(logr)k
= Az(EEat k
k=O l=k
SAz( al (io)l-k (log r)k
1=0 k=0
N
= Az(I al(logr + iO)k
l=0
N
= AZ(E al(log A)k).
1=0
0
This Lemma implies the following Proposition.
Proposition 3.11.1 Let A C C be a closed cone and let £ be any index set associated to &A. Let
u E Aphg(A) and suppose that u is holomorphic on A. Then,
u(A) 1 A-z(logA)ku(z,k), U(z,k) C,
(z,k)EE
as IA -+ oo in A.
Thus, Theorem 3.9.1 and Proposition 3.11.1 give the following.
Theorem 3.11.1 Letm, p E R andd e R + with p/d E Z and m < -n. Let A(A) E Qb,A,ro(X, 2)
be holomorphic. Then as AlI -+ o in A, we have
O n-
A(A)lb d k() + log A ak(x) + A-k(),
k=0 k, k---md+ CNo k=O
where for each k, ak, a k, tk E Co)(X, Qb)
Let A E $& ,os (X, Q ), m R + . Then by Theorem 3.7.1, there exists a continuous increasing
function r : R + -+ R + such that for each e > 0 and N E N,
SA)-N . -Nm,--Nm,m,E,,(X,
for IAI > r(e). In particular, as e -+ 00, (A - A)-N becomes more and more an element of
-Nm,Nm,m (X, Q). For each m' E R and N E N, define the index set Sm,m',N, associated
to the boundary faces bi, fi, and df of X 2b,A2 , by
Sm,m',N(bi) = mN + mN o ;
9m,m',N(df) := + {(k - m' - n + m(N + 1), 0) 1 k, 1 E No}UNo;2
Em,m',N(fi) := n + {(k - m' - n + mN, 0) 1k E No}U(mN + No + mNo).
Then the following Theorem follows from Theorem 3.9.1 and Theorem 3.11.1.
1Theorem 3.11.2 Let A m and let B
Theorem 3.11.2 Let A E Efmo(X, f ), m E R + , and let B E Xm'(X, f ).
NE N,
B(A - Am)-N E AEm,m' N (X ,2 A
-- XbA1/d' I b
Moreover, if Nm - m' > n, then as AI -+ oo in A, we have
B(A 
- A)-N Ib
00
a aN,k() +
k=O
S-N log a k (W
k, -n EN
oo
+ A-k-N a ,k(),
k=O
where for each k, aN,k, ca',k, N,k C0 (X,b)
Then, for any
4 Laplace transforms
4.1 Laplace transforms and the heat kernel
If A C C is a proper subcone of C, then A is said to be positive if A contains a cone of the form
{A E C I e arg(A) 2r - e} for some 0 e < r/2. Figure 7 gives an example of a positive cone.
Any Tempered operator A e '*'* (X, Q ), where A is positive, will be called a positive operator.
Let m, p E R, d E R + , and let A(A) E ,P'd(X,f) be holomorphic and positive. Let F be
any contour in A of the form given in Figure 8. Let CE C(X, Q~). Then, by Theorem 3.5.1,
1A(A) E SP/d(A; 0 0(X, Q ))
Thus, for each t > 0, e- tx A(A) is exponentially decreasing in C(X, Qg ) as AI -- c for A E F.
Hence, for each t > 0, the integral
1£(A)(t) := e - t ' A(A) dA (42)
converges in C"(X, Q). Observe that since A(A) is holomorphic, the integral (42) is defined
independent of the contour F choosen (where F is of the form given in Figure 8). Since for any
k E N, e- t AkA(A)¢ is still exponentially decreasing in C(X, Q) as |AI --+ c for A E F, it follows
that C(A)(t) E C"( (0, oo)t; C(X, Qb)).
Definition 4.1.1 Let m, p E R, d E R + , and let A(A) E T~,~ pd(X, f) be holomorphic and
positive. Then the Laplace Transform of A is the map
£(A)(t) : C"(X, Q 2) - C( (O, 00) t; C~(X, ))
defined by equation (42) for any contour F of the form given in Figure 8.
Theorem 4.1.1 Let m, p E R, d E R + , and let A(A) E JmP'd(X, Q ) be holomorphic and positive.
Then, £(A)(t) E C( (0, oo)t;  0(X, Q 2)). In fact, if k E No and M E No is such that p/d-M <
-k - 1, then for any N E No,
tM+N£(A)(t) E C( (0, O)t; 4 'bT (X,Qb)) n Ck([O, C)t; (-p--dN(X,Q1)). (43)
Moreover, if A(A) extends to be holomorphic on a neighborhood of A = 0, then
£(A)(t) -+ 0 exponentially in -"(X, Q ) as t -+ oc. (44)
_ _ _ ReA
Figure 7: A positive cone A.
Figure 8: The contour F.
PROOF: Let k e No and let M E No be such that p/d - M < -k - 1. Then to prove (43), it suffices
to show that for any N C No,
tM+NL(A)(t) E C( (0, oo)t; -p-dN(X, 2)) n C k( [0, 0)t; -p-dN(X, )). (45)
To see this, observe that
tM+N£(A)(t) = (-1)M+N.j ( M +Ne
-
tX ) A(A) dA
= e-tA(M+NA(A)) dA, (46)
By Lemma 3.5.1, and the fact that p/d - M < 0, we have
aM+NA(A) E Tm-dM-dN,p-dM-dN,d(X, 1)
S m-dM-dN,p-dM,dX, )
C S(p-dM)/d(A; mb-dM-dN-(p-dM)(X, QJ))
= S-k-l- (A;m-p-dN(X, )),
where e = -k - 1 - p/d + M > 0. Thus, (45) follows from (46).
Now suppose that A(A) extends to be holomorphic on A U B, for some e > 0. Then it follows
that
£(A)(t) = e - t A(A) dA, (47)
where F' is the contour shown in Figure 9, where the radius of the arc in F' is e/2. Using equation
(47), we will leave the reader to verify that £(A)(t) -+ 0 exponentially in Tb(X, Ql) as t -+ oO.
In the next subsection, we will show that under more assumptions on A, £(A)(t) is continuous
at t = 0 in an appropriate sense.
The 'most important' example of a Laplace transform is the Heat kernel of a b-pseudodifferential
operator. Thus, let A E feeA (X, Q ), m E R + , where A is a positive cone. Then by Theorem
3.7.1, there exists a continuous increasing function r : R+ -+ R+ such that for each e > 0,
(A - A)-' E F-m,-mm,E,f,t(X, f ) (48)
for AI > r(c). Let F be any contour in A of the form given in Figure 8, where (A - A)- 1 defined on
F (for example, choose F such that J A > r(1) for all A E F). Then the Heat kernel, e- tA, of A is the
operator
e- tA " e - t (A - A)-' dA = 2-£((A - A)-)(t).
27r , 27r
Figure 9: Deformation of the contour F into the contour F'.
Note that since (A - A)- 1 is holomorphic, the integral defining e- t A is well-defined, independent of
the contour F choosen. By (48) and Theorem 4.1.1, it follows that if e > 0 is given, then by choosing
r such that AI) > r() for all A E F, we have e- tA C C( (0, oo)t; xb C (X, Q ) ). Since e > 0 is
arbitrary, we have e- tA E C( (0, 0C)t; XbF (X, Q ))
Theorem 4.1.2 Let A EG fA(X,Q ), m E R + , where A is a positive cone. Then e- t A satisfies
the heat equation: (O + A)e - tA = 0, t > 0; and e-tAIt=o = Id. That is, for any 2 E CC(X,jb),
e-tA¢ E C,( (0, C )t; C,(X, Q ) ) n Co( [0, 00)t; C"(X, b )2 (49)
and (Ot + A)(e-tAk) = 0, t > 0; and (e-tA¢)lt=o = . Moreover, if 0(t) is in the same space (49)
with (Ot + A)O(t) = 0, t > 0; and V)(0) = ¢, then 0 (t) = e-tA¢.
PROOF: We leave the reader to verify that (Ot + A)(e-tA¢) = 0 for t > 0. To see (49), observe that
(A-A)- ' = -A-1(-A)(A-A)-i
= -A-1(A-A-A)(A-A)-i
= -A' + A-A(A - A)-'.
Hence,
e-tA e - t  (A - A)-l OdA
Si e-t $ dA + i e- j ) -lA(A - A)'-qdA
= + e-tA-1A(A 
- A)-1dA.
Since A-1A(A - A)-' decreases like IAI- 2 as AI 4- oo (see Theorem 3.5.1), we leave the reader to
verify that f,, e-t A-1 A(A - A)- 1 dA is continuous at t = 0 with value 0. Thus, (e-tAo)lt=o = 0.
For the uniqness statement, see [8, p. 271]. 0
Lemma 4.1.1 Let m, p E R, d E R + , and let A(A) EC 4P'd(X, 2 ) be holomorphic and positive.
Let M Mk (X) and t > 0. Then,
NM( £(A)(t) )(T) = £( NM(A(A) ) () )(t) (50)
for all T E Ck. In particular, if A E £~£ A(X, Q ), m E R + , then NM(e-tA)(T) -etNM(A)(r )
PROOF: First of all, note that if p 5 0 (for example), then as A(A) E Sp/d(A; I'-(X, f )), we
have NM(A(A))(r) E Sp/d(A; ' P(X, b2)); thus, the Laplace transform £(NM(A(A))(r) )(t) is
well defined. To see the identity (50), let ¢ E C~(M, Q 1) and let e C"(X, OJ) be an extension
of 0 to X. Then, if xl,..., k are the boundary defining functions of X which define M, for any
7E Ck,
NM ( £(A)(t) )(r) = (x-iz (A)(t)xir) t=o
= (x - T e-t A(A)(xz r ) dA)Ix=o
= ( e- t X x-irA(A)(xir4) dA)Ix=
= e- t NM(A(A))(r) dA
= £( NM(A(A))() )(t).
4.2 Conormal nature of Laplace Transforms
Throughout this section, fix a positive cone A C C. Let m, p E R and d E R+ with p/d E Z.
Recall that a symbol a(A, () E Smpd(Rn) is resolvent like if there exists an e > 0 such that a(A, ()
extends to be a smooth function, holomorphic in A, for (A, 6) in
1{(A,6) eCx R" AEA or AI C(1+ 1l)d or -(1+ 1I)d < AlL (51)
and moreover, a(A, 6) continues to satisfy similar symbol estimates for (A, 6) in the set given by (51)
as for (A, 6) in Ax R".
Recall that an operator A E 2"' m (X , ~2) is resolvent like if
1. AU B, 3 A A(A) E T (X, Q,) is holomorphic for some e > 0 and
2. for any coordinate patch Rn,k x R n on X2 such that Ab Rn,k x {0} and any compactly
supported function 4 on the coordinate patch, we have
A = In Jeiz- a(A, y, ) d( 0 v,
where v E C,(X22,Q2 ) and where for each y E Rn,k, (A, ) -4 a(A,y, ) E Spd (Rn) is
resolvent like.
We will prove the following Theorem.
Theorem 4.2.1 Let A(A) E bi d(X ,2 ), where m, p E R and d E R + with p/d E Z, be a
resolvent like operator. Then for any k E No,
£(A)(t) E C"( (0, oo)t; \bk "(X, ) k( [0, )t; dk+m+d(x, )
Moreover, as t -+ oo, £(A)(t) -+ 0 exponentially in b - (X, Qb).
Let A E e~,h(X, 2f, m E R + . Then by Theorem 3.7.1, there exists a resolvent like operator
B(A) E T -m' m (X, Q ) such that for A E A with IA sufficiently large, (A - A)- 1 = B(A) + R(A),
where for some continuous increasing function r : R + -+ R + , for each e > 0, we have R(A) E
X-oo,-m,m,E ,E(X, ) for Al > r(E). Hence,
e-A -: 2 ( (A - A)- )(t) -= ,(B)(t) + £(R)(t). (52)
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By Theorem 4.2.1, for any k E No,
£(B)(t) E Co ( (0, oo)t; T -o(X, t )) n Ck( [0, o00)t; Ik(X, qb)).
If e > 0 is given, we can choose the contour F as in Figure 8 such that IAI > r(e) for all A E F; in which
1
case, by the remark after Lemma 4.2.3 below, we have £(R)(t) E C"( [0, o00)t; ~, E," (X, Q )).
Since e > 0 is arbitrary, it follows that
L(R)(t) C"( [0, c)t; bC-(X,Q )). (53)
Thus, for any k E No, e - tA Cm( (0, oo)t; @b'(X, Q ) Ck( [0, oo)t; Qk (X, q2)).
Corollary 4.2.1 Let A E E~,A£(X, ), m E R +, where A is a positive cone. Then for any k e No,
e - A C co( (0, oo)t; -(X, ) ))n ck([0, oo); ~lk(X, Q)).
To prove Theorem 4.2.1, we start with the following Lemma.
Lemma 4.2.1 Let m, p E R, d E R + , and let a(A, () E SA,p,d(Rn) be a resolvent like symbol. Let
F be any contour in A of the form given in Figure 8 and define
L(a)(t, ) := I e - tx a(A, ) dA.
Then, £(a)(t, ) E Coo( [0, oo) x R n ) and moreover,
1. for any k E No, C(a)(t) E Co( (0, oo)t; S-"o(Rn)) )n ck( [0, 00)t; Sdk+m+d(Rn));
2. there exists a constant C' > 0 such that £ (a)(t, () satisfies the estimates: for any k and )3,
there exists a C such that
I Okao (a)(t, E) I C (1 + I )dk+m + d-II3 e - tC ' IId. (54)
PROOF: 6 Since a(A, ) is resolvent like, there exists an e > 0 such that a(A, () extends to be a smooth
function, holomorphic in A, for (A, () in
{(A,() EC x RnA E A or IA I e(1 + I) d Or -(1+ ll)d < IAI}; (55)
and moreover, a(A, () continues to satisfy similar symbol estimates for (A, () in the set given by (55)
as for (A, () in A x R n . Let CE R . Then, as
1AU {A E C I A I E (1 + 1)d or -(1I + I A1)d < Il E a(A, )
is holomorphic, it follows that £(a)(t, () = fr e-t a(A, ) dA, where F7 is the contour shown in
Figure 10, where the radius of the inner arc of rF is L(1 + | 1)d and the radius of the outer
arc of Fr is 2(1 + |)d. It follows that £(a)(t,() C COO([0,oo) x Rn). We will prove that
£(a)(t, ~) satisfies the estimates (54). These estimates automatically prove that for any k C No,
£(a)(t) E C'( (0, oo)t; S-O0(Rn)) n Ck( [0, o)t; Sdk+m+d(Rn)). Let k E No and P3 N'. Then,
oa £(a)(t, ) = fr e-t\(-A)k aa(A, () dA. Observe that
6 This proof is based on the proof given in Grubb [4, Lemma 4.2.3].
1. the length of ]F < C1 (1 + j~J)d for some C1 > 0 (independent of ();
2. Ie-tI < e- t c 'II l d for all A E FC, for some C' > 0 (independent of ();
3. AIk < 2(1 + I 1)dk for all A E FC;
4. there exists constants C2 and C' such that
I a a(A, C) 2 +(1+A I1/ d + I)p (1+I) m - p - 1 |
< C~(1 + I 1)m- t01 for all A E FC.
Hence,
IO~a &(a)(t,)l < r j Ie-tIAk Ia(A,) dA
SC, (1 + | 1 )d_ e - t C ld 2 k (1 )dk C(1 +
SC (1 + | 1 |)dk+m+d-3I e - t c '  Id
Lemma 4.2.2 Let a(A, ) E ' (m) (Rn) be resolvent like, where m, p E R and d E R + with
p/d E Z. Let F be any contour in A of the form given in Figure 8 and define
£(a) (t, () := e - t A a(A, ) dA.
Then, L(a)(t, ) E Co( [0, co) x (Rn \ {0})) and it satisfies
1. £(a)(6-dt, 66) = 6m+dL(a)(t, ) for all 6 > 0;
2. there exists a constant C' > 0 such that £(a)(t, ) satisfies the estimates: for any k and /,
there exists a C such that
I Oka) £(a)(t, ) I < C I 1dk+m+d-I l3i e -t C
'l (jd
PROOF: Since the proof that £(a)(t, () E C"( [0, oC) x (R n \ {0}) ) and that it satisfies the estimates
in (2) are proved much like the results of the previous Lemma, we will leave these proofs as an exercise
Figure 10: Deformation of the contour F into the contour 1E.
for the reader. To see (1), we make the change of variables A + 6dA and use the homogeneous
properties of a(A, () to find that
C(a)(6-dt, s ) = re-t-d\ a(A, 6) dA
= 6m+d - t a(A, 6) dA
= 6m+dL(a)(t,~).
Lemma 4.2.3 Let R E ~b,p,dX, 2) -- S (A; (X b)), where p C R and d C R + with
p/d E Z, be holomorphic. Then,
£(R)(t) E C"O([0, oc)t; T (X, Q ) ). (56)
PROOF: Fix any N >> 0. Then by Proposition 3.11.1, we can write, away from A = 0,
N-1
R =E AP/d-jR3 + AP/d-NRN(A),
1 
1
where Rj E Tb (X, Q ) and, away from A = 0, RN(A) E So(A; T'i(X, Q)). Hence,
N-1
C(R)(t) = e A dA -Rj +I j e-tAAP/d-RN(A)dA,
j=0
where F is any contour in A of the form given in Figure 8. Observe that for any j E No,
[e-t'\AP/JidA tjp/d-1 eAP/d 0, j - - p/d N; (57)
Also, observe that Cauchy's Theorem implies fr A-kRN(A) dA = 0 for all k > 2. Hence, for any
M E N such that p/d - N + M < -2,
RN(t) := e-tAA/d-NRN(A) dA E CM([0, oo)t; [i'(X, Q )), (58)
with ORN(t) = 0 for j = 0,.. . , M. Now by (57) and (58), we can write
L(R)(t) = t - p / d - 1 R j + RN(t);
0<j<N-1, j-p/d-120
and thus, £(R)(t) E CD( [0, OC)t; -0(X, ~b)) since N is arbitrary. 0
Remark: Observe that the result (56) still holds if we only assume that R(A) is holomorphic for
all JAI > r for some r > 0 (in which case, to define £(R), we take the contour F of the form given in
Figure 8 such that Al 2> r for all A E F).
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.2.1: By Theorem 4.1.1, £(A)(t) -+ 0 exponentially in F- (X, 2f ) as
t -> co. Note that it suffices to prove Theorem 4.2.1 for 0 A(A), when q E C,(X 2 \Ab), and when 4
is a compactly supported function on a coordinate patch Rnk x R n on Xb such that Ab R 'nk x {0}.
Let ¢ E Cc(X \Ab). Then, q A E bA7 d(X,R ) S~ d(A; (X, )). Thus, by Lemma
4.2.3, £(A)(t) c C"( [0, o)t; T-- 1'(X, Q)). Now let Rn,k x Rn be a coordinate patch on X 2
[O, oo), x X2
IS
{0}x A b  Ptb
Figure 11: The manifold X ,H'
such that Ab R ',k x {0} and let q be any compactly supported function on the coordinate patch.
Then, we can write
A(A) = 1 eiz. a(A, y, <) d~9 v,SA(A) 2
where E C o(X2, Q2 ), and where for each y E Rn,k, (A, ) - a(A,y, ) Sp, 'd(Rn) is resolvent
like. Hence,
L(A) (t) = ()1 eiz. £(a)(t, y, 6) d6 0 v.
By Lemma 4.2.1, for any k E No,
£(a)(t,y, 6)E CO((0, oc)t x Rnk; S- (R'))n C([0,o)t x Rnk; Sdk+m+d(R n
Thus, for any k E No, £C(A)(t) E C"( (0, oo)t; Tb(X, Qb ))n Ck ( [0, o)t; dk+m+d(X, \b) ).
4.3 The blown-up heat space
Recall that in Section 3.9, we realized the space of one-step tempered operators as classical
conormal functions on an appropriate blown-up space. In this section, we will realize their Laplace
Transforms as classical conormal functions on an appropriate blown-up space.
Let X be compact with corners and let [0, oc), be the half-line with variable s. We define
H := [[0, 00), x X/; {0} x Ab].
Figure 11 gives a pictorial representation of XH2
We define tf := 0-1({0} x Ab) and tb := -1({0} x X 2 \ {0} x Ab), and we call tf the 'temporal
face' and tb the 'temporal boundary' respectively.
We now fix the notation for local coordinates on X 2 H. Let U - Rk x R n be a coordinate patch
on X2 with Ab r Rnk x {0}. Then,
[0, 00), x X [0, 00), x Rn,k x R
with {0} x Ab - {0} x R ' ,k x {0}. Hence,
XbH H x Rn,, where H := [[0, o), x R'; {0} x {0}].
Now by definition of blow-up, H n - [0, oo)p x S n j')' where
p:= (1z12 + s2)1/2
WO :s/(z1 2 + 2)1/2 8 = PWo
w := /(Iz12 + s2)1/2 Z
r := Iz
-Yo s/lIz
Y:= z/lzI
tf r 'Yo
Figure 12: Coordinates on H n near tb
In H", we define tf := {p = 0} and tb := {to = 0}. Then useful coordinates near tb in Hn are given
in Figure 12. These coordinates give a product decompostion
H n \ {o = 1} = [0, 00)r X [0, co),o X Syn7
We now touch on the subject of densities. We claim that if t = s d , then
Idz t )
when lifted to H n , is of the form Idz A 1 = P2 p, where 0 <I E C(Hn, Q). Indeed, observe that
since t = pdwd and z = pw',
dt dp dwo
=t d +d
t P wo
and for each i = 1,..., n, dzi = w'dp + pdw. Thus, dz = p V, where v
Since Idz l > 0, we must have v > 0. Thus, IdzI = p , where 0 < p E
generally, we have the following Lemma.
Lemma 4.3.1 Let 0 < v E Co (X2, ). Then,
dt 1 n
B*(l~l~) Ptf P,
where 0 <p C (X,H1 b,
4.4 The Structure Theorem
Let m E R with p/d E Z. Define the index set gm,d on XbH by
gm,d(ff) := No; 8m,d(lb) = gm,d(rb) := 0; &m,d(tb) := dNo;
Em,d(tf) := + {(k - m - n - d, 0) 1k No}IU(No + dNo).2
EC (S(H , ~). More
Coo(Hn, Q ). More
The Structure Theorem is the following.
Theorem 4.4.1 Let A(A) E b o,Theorem 4.4.1 Le(t A(A) where m, p E R and d E R with
resolvent like. Then if t = s , £(A)(t) Il E A p (X ,H ). Moreover, as t 4.0,
p/d E Z, be
£(A)(t)Ab 
- tk - k 1 (X) +
kENo k, ----n
k, -- - 1CN o
tk - 1 log t -Y(X)+ + k- k"()
kENo
where for each k, 7k, 7k, -' E Ci (X, Qb).
Corollary 4.4.1 Let A E ~ ,os(X,), m R + . Then ift= s d
etA dt 1 X 2 ,He -lh
s r
z =_r7 I
Moreover, given any B E Qb,o(X, Qf), m' E R, as t 1. 0,
k--m
!
-- n k--m'--n k
Be-A Ab t n -Yk(x) + t logt-Y(x) + E t '"(x), (59)
kENo k, - ENo kENo
where for each k, yk, ' , ' e C" (X, ab)
PROOF: Just as we showed (52) and (53), one can show that
-tA - L(B)(t)+ (R)(t)27 27
where B E b -m'-mm(X, ) is resolvent like, and £(R)(t) E C"([0, oo)t; I-F0(X, 2)). By
Theorem 4.4.1, £(B)(t) jt4 E Ah (X2,H, Q), where Em(G) = Em(G) if G # tb and E'(tb) =
mNo. Also, observe that £(R)(t) |iI EA (XAH, ). Thus, e-tA /|C .Ag 9 (X,H,E O). But
note that as operators, e- tA l t=o = Id, and the identity is zero off of Ab. It follows that e-tA 12
must vanish at tb. Hence, e- tA I 1 E A 9 (X~,F H
Observe that if C E W,,(X, Q ), m' E R, then Ce- tA = -L(CB)(t) + -CL(R)(t), where
1 1
Co B(A) E -+m'-m'm(X, f) is resolvent like, and CL(R)(t) E C"([0, OC)t; I-I(X, )).
Thus, the expansion for Ce-tAIa, follows from Theorem 4.4.1. *
4.5 Proof of the Structure Theorems
Lemma 4.5.1 Let a(A, ) E Copd (m)R n), where m,p E R and d E R + with p/d E Z, be
resolvent like and let x(() E C" (Rn) with X( ) - 0 on a neighborhood of 0 and X(() - 1 outside a
neighborhood of O0. Define
A(t) := eizX (() £(a)(t, () d.
Then if t = sd
A(t) E A * ( H n ) ,
where £tf := {(k - m - n - d, 0) I k E No}U(No + dNo) is the index set on H n associated to tf. Also,
A(t)l=o E Ad([ o)S),
where Fm,d is the index set )Fm,d := {(k - m - n - d, 0) 1 k E No}UdNo.
PROOF: In the coordinates
p := (IZ1 2 + S2 ) 1 /
2
o := s/(zl12 + s2)1/2 + , s p W
W':= z/(iz12 + s2)1/2
on Hn , we can write A(sd) := f eiPW' X( ) £(a)(pdwd, ) d6. Thus, making the change of variables
S-* p-6 and using the homogeneity property of £(a)(t, 6) found in Lemma 4.2.2, yields
A(sd) = p-m-n-d J eiW- x(/p) £(a) (wo, ) d6.
Hence,
(pO - (-m - n - d) )A(sd) = p-m-n-d e' ( D )(p) (a)(w, ) d
- Je p ' ( . D X)(() £(a)(pdwd , () d(. (60)
Since (. D0X)(() - 0 near = 0 and outside a neighborhood of 0, the function
f(u, v) := /e iu ' (~. D X)() £(a)(vw,) d
is a smooth function of (u, v) E [0, oo00)2 . Thus, we can expand the right hand side of (60) in powers
of p and pd:
00
(pp, - (-m - n - d) )A(sd) , pZ+djAi,j(W0 ,w'),
Z,3=O
where for each i and j, Aij(wo,w') - (au & f)(0,0) E So(Sn, ). Observe that Aij,(wo,0) = 0 for
0 > . Thus, by Theorem 2.2.1, it follows that A(sd) E AEtf(Hn) and A(sd)iz=o E phg ([0, oo),).
We now work on the expansion at tb.
Lemma 4.5.2 Let a(A,) E C, 'dm(m)(R), where m, p E R and d E R + with p/d E Z, be
resolvent like and let X( ) E C0 0(R n ) with X( ) - 0 on a neighborhood of 0 and X( ) - 1 outside a
neighborhood of O0. Define
A(t) := ezz x() £(a)(t, ) d.
Then if t = sd, A(t) E ACtb (Hn), where Etb := dN 0 is the index set on H n associated to tb.
PROOF: We will use the coordinates
r:= Iz 
-0
o := s/IzI = = ' (61)
' := z/z z r
on H n found in Figure 12. Fix any N >> 0 and choose M >> 0 such that dM+m+d > -n+N+1.
Consider the function
g(u, v,70o,7') := uM J e '  (x() - 1) (OtL(a))(u-yo, ) d,
where (u, v) E [0, 00) 2 . By Lemma 4.2.2, for any k and [1 < 1, there is a C > 0 such that
I OtM+k '(a) (t, ) I Cl ld(M+k)+m+d
< C i-"n+ ,
where we used that dM + m + d > -n + N + 1 > -n + 1. It follows that we can differentiate
g as many times as we want, with respect to any of its variables, and its integrand still remains
integrable. Thus, g E C C( [0, 00c)) X [0, 00)_,o X S, 1 ). Now in the coordinates (61), we can write
A(sd) :=f eS"y'c x() £(a)(rdyd, () d. Set w := yod. Then observe that
O9 A(s d) = dM erY'- X() (aMtd(a))(rdcyg, ) <
= rdM etry'- (aM£ (a)) (rdd, ) d + g(rd, r, gtd, ').
Making the change of coordinates + r-1'yo-1 in the first integral and using the homogeneity
property of £(a)(t, () found in Lemma 4.2.2 yields
8A(sd) = r-m-n-n-d dM-m-n-d (a(1, (rd,r, ).
Hence,
wMdMA(sd) = -m-n-d m-n-df + yMg(rd, r, yg, y'), (62)
where f :f= ei o (KM£L(a))(1, ) d. We claim that f E y oSo([0, c00),, x S', ). Indeed, by Lemma
4.2.2, there is a C' > 0 such that for any /, there is a C > 0 such that
I a (aMgC(a))(1, ) C |llIM+m+d - IsI e- C I' l d
Observe that since dM + m + d > -n + N + 1, for some C" we have
< C 1-n+N+1- I 11
Thus, for any 0,
C, I l- n +N +1-1 ,|1 i < 1;j(MtL(a))(1,r) I C" -n-2-11 IJ
Hence, by Lemma 3.10.1, f E yoNSO([0, 00)) x Sn, ). Since
wM = (w -M + 1)(wu - M + 2) - (wO - 1)(ww,,)
and YO 0~o = dwOd, (62) implies that
(70-o4 - d(M + 1))(,yoo-0 - (M + 2)) ... (7yo0 - d)(yo o)A(sd) E
YN-m-n-dS([0, oo)o x Sy",) + gStooc(H-~.
Since N and M can be made arbitrarily large, by Theorem 2.2.1, A(sd) E A E b (Hn).
Lemma 4.5.3 Let N E N, let m, p E R and d E R + with p/d E Z and with m + Ipl < -2N, and let
M E N with 0 < p+dM < N. Let r(A, ) E Sm,p'd(Rn) and suppose thatA A F- r(A, ) E S m (R n )
is holomorphic. Define
R(t) := eiz - £(r)(t, ) d.
Then, we can write
M-2
R(t) = E tRI + RM(t),
1=0
where R 1 E I-N+n/4(Rn; {0}) and
Ri(t) E C"('( (0, oo)t; I-N+n/4(Rn; {0})) n CM-2( [O, C))t; I-N+n/4 (Rn; {0}))
with O RM (t)lt=o - 0 for j = 0,..., M - 2.
PROOF: Since r E SmA, (R), if we define f(p,,) := pp/dr(1/p, ), then f(p,p,) E COO(Acc x R n )
and it satisfies the estimates: for any a and /, there is a C > 0 such that
I r( , )(p,  < C (1 + IPI I ld)p/d- l ( + I 1)d 'al +m - p-. .
Observe that for Il bounded, for some C' (depending on the bound on IPI), we have
(1 + 1±j Ild p/d (1 + Il) - p < C'(1 + I)j p
Thus, for Ijp bounded, for any 1 and 3, there is a C > 0 such that
Sal f(/p, () Il C (1 + l)dl+m+lPl-I3I;
or, as m + Ipl < -2N, we have
I a (- L(p, ) I 5 C (1+ I 1)dl-2N-10l (63)
Thus, for any I and f, there is a C > 0 such that
I 1 r(0, ~) I C (1 + I)dl-2N- 0I
In particular, since 0 < p + dM < N, for any 0 < 1 < M + p/d - 1, we have
fI() := ar (, ) E S-(R).
Let p = pw, where p - | p E [0, oc) and w = p/IpI E S1 n Acc be polar coordinates for p. Then,
as p'l0l (pw, ) pl( f)(pw, ), Taylor's Theorem applied to the function p '-+ f(pw, ), at p - 0,
yields
M+p/d-
f (, )=
where
1
(1 - s)M+p/d- IpoM+p/dy)(S , () ds.M(I,) := (M + p/d)! 
Note that fM(p,, ) E Co(Acc; S-N(R")) by (63). Since r(A, ) = AP/df(1/A, ), we have, away from
M+p/d-1
r(A,c) = E Ap/d- 1 rl( ) + A-M fM(A-1, )
M+pld-1
£(r)(t, ) = E: e-t P/d-ldA " () +
1=0
where F is any contour in A of the form given in Figure 8. Observe that
feAp/d-d d- tl-p/d- 1 jeAp/d-ld 0 {
e - t \ P 1 d I e \ A P d A = ( _ t ) 1- p / d - ,
1 - p/d N;
I - p/d E N. (64)
Thus, we can write
M+p/d-1 M-2
Sjr e - t AAP/d - l dA - l ( ) = t' rtl( ), r() ES-N(Rn).
A=0 o=0
Also, observe that Cauchy's Theorem implies fr A-kfM(A - ' , ) dA - 0 for all k 2 2. Hence,
M(t,) := Fe-t'A-MfrM( -l, ') dA
is such that rM(t, () E Co( (0, 0G)t; S - N (Rn) ) n CM-2( [0, 00)t; S - N (Rn)) with dJrTM(t, ) It=o - 0
for j = 0,...,M - 2.
Remark: Observe that this Lemma still holds if we only assume that
A E A i - r(A, ) E S m (R n )
is holomorphic for all IAI > R for some R > 0 (in which case, to define £(r), we take the contour F
of the form given in Figure 8 such that IAI > R for all A E F).
For each m E R and d E R+, define the index set 8 m,d on H" by
Sm,d(tb) := dNo; Em,d(tf) := n + {(k - m - n - d, 0) k E No}U(No + dNo).
A =Thus 0,
Thus,
e-tA-M rM (A- 1, ) dA,
Lemma 4.5.4 Let a(A, () E Sm,',d(Rn), where m, p E R and d E R + with p/d E Z, be resolvent
like and define
A(t):= eiz 1 (a)(t, ) d 0 Idzi.
Then if t = sd, A(t) I 4 EA dHn, b). Moreover, as t $ 0,
k-m-n k-m-n 1iA(t)lz=o t - 7k + d + 1 o k + t"
kENo k, - 1EN o  kENo
for some constants 7k, '-, -' E C.
PROOF: By Lemma 4.3.1, when lifted to H n , Idz = p i2, where 0 < i E C"(Hn,2). Hence,
if 8 m,d is the index set
£',d(tb) := dNo; ',ad(tf) := {(k - m - n - d,O) 1 k C No}U(No + dNo),
then it suffices to show that if
A(t) := eiz £(a)(t, ) d,
then A(sd) C Apd(Hn) and A(sd)z=o E A ,([0, 00)), where .m,d is the index set
Ym,d := {(k - m - n - d, 0) 1 k E No}UdNo.
Since a(A,a) E Sm,p,d(Rn), a (A,) E'=O x(() am-j(A, ), where am-3(A, ) E C~,p,d (Rn)S 'ros = A, c ,hom(m-j)
for each j, and where X(() E CI(Rn) is such that X( ) - 0 on a neighborhood of 0 and X(() - 1
outside a neighborhood of 0.
Thus, for any N >> 0, we can write
N-1
A(sd) = E Am-j(sd) + RN(sd), (65)
3=1
where
Am-j (sd) e izr-X()L£(am-j)(sd,()d and RN(sd) = eiz1 (rN)(sd,')d,
where rN(A,) C SmN,p,d (Rn). By Lemmas 4.5.1 and 4.5.2, for each j,
Am-j(sd)E Aph d(Hn) and Am-j(sd)z=o E A- d([0, OO)s).
Also, by Lemma 4.5.3, for any N >> 0, there is an M >> 0 such that
M-2
RN(sd) - E sdl R + RM(sd),
l=0
where RI(z) = f eiz. rt(i)dk with ri(() E S-N-n- 1(Rn), and RM(sd, z) = eiz- rM(sd, )d with
rM (t, ) E C( (O, OG)t; S-N-n-(Rn) ) n CM-2( [0, o)t; S-N-n- 1(Rn)) such that rOrM(t,) 0
for j = 0,..., M - 2. Hence, for some M >> 0,
M-2
RN (sd ) = p ,g(p') + R M(pdWg, PLI).
1=0
Since r1(() E S-N-n-1 (Rn), one can check that R,(pw') E CN(Hn), and since
rM(t, ) E C ( (0, oo)t; S-N-n- 1 (Rn) ) n CM- 2 ( [0, co)t; S-N-n-1 (Rn))
with rr(t,) 0 for j = 0, ... ,M - 2, one can check that R(pdW, p') E pdkkS lo c(Hn) for
some k >> 0 (depending on M). Thus, Proposition 2.2.1 applied to the expansion (65) shows that
A(d C A (Hn Q') and A(sd) lz=o E Apg ([0,oo))).gA(s) ph
PROOF OF STRUCTURE THEOREM: By definition,
,, (X, 2) := {AE Im (X Ab, f ) A 0 at lbUrb}.b,A,ro b A,ros ,
Thus, off of Ab,
,P (,d ,(X , ) C SpI/(A; T -(x,J)),b,A,ros b 0s
and in any product decomposition X2 -Rn,k x R n , where Ab -- Rn,k x {0}1, we can identify
s,,(X, q 2 Im,p,d Rn,k X R n , Rn,k , )
Thus, Theorem 4.4.1 follow from Lemmas 4.5.4 and 4.5.3.
Note that when B = Id, there is a log t term in the second sum in the expansion (59) when
k = n. The following Corollary shows that there is actually no log t term.
Corollary 4.5.1 Let A E f ,os(X, Q2 ), m E R + . Then as t 4 0,
etAAb Z t--- k(X) + - ogt(x) + k
kENo k, EN kENo
where for each k, yk, -', -y" E CO (X, Qb)
PROOF: We will leave this as an exercise with hints.
1. Let a(A, () E Sm,
-
m m (R') be resolvent like and let
a(A, ) a.-_, (,),
j=0
where am-j(A,) E A,hom(_m_ 3)(Rn) for each j, and where X( ) E C' (Rn ) is such that
X() - 0 on a neighborhood of 0 and X( ) = 1 outside a neighborhood of 0. Define A(t) :=
f £(a)(t, ) d. Show that in Lemma 4.5.4, the coefficient of the log t term in the expansion of
this A(t) is given by
- J ( -O X )( ) £(a-m-n)(O,) d = j £(a-m-n)(0, w) dw.
Subhint: See the proof of Lemma 4.5.1.
2. With the same set-up as in (1), suppose that £(a)(0, () E C, where C is a constant. Show that
£(a-m-j)(0, () - 0 for all j > 1. In particular, if L(a)(0, ) is constant, then the expansion of
A(t) as t 4 0 has no log t term.
3. Locally decompose X2 " Rn ,k x R n , where Ab -nk x {0}z. Then in this decomposition,
we can identify
Q-m,-m,m(X, b) = I-m  mm x M 2, Rn,k x {0}, Q ).b,A,ros b - rros
Let q E C, (X2) be supported in this product decomposition. Then observe that 4 e- tA t=o =
4 o Id _ 0(y,0). Hence, using (2) above, show that the expansion of ( e-tA) 
, 
as t 4 0 has
no log t term.
*
5 Mellin Transforms
5.1 Mellin Transforms and Complex Powers
Let m, p E R, d E R + , and let A(A) E brpd(X, 2 ) be holomorphic and positive and suppose
that AU B, 3 A A(A) E Tm(X, Q ) is holomorphic for some E > 0. Let E C°(X, ). Then,
by Theorem 3.5.1, A(A)q E Sp/d(A; m(X, Q) ). Let F be any contour in A U B, of the form given
in Figure 13. Then for each T E C with Im 7 < -p/d - 1, the integral
M (A)(r) : f A-r A(A)¢dA (66)
converges in C1(X, Q 2), where A- T is defined by using the principal branch of the logarithm.
Observe that since A(A) is holomorphic on A U B,, the integral (66) is defined independent of
the contour F choosen (where F is of the form given in Figure 13). Since for any k E N and
1
Imr < -p/d - 1, A- iT (log A)kA(A) is still integrable in C'(X, Q ), it follows that
MA(A)(r)4 E 7-lol( {ImT < -p/d- 1}; C'(X, 0)).
Definition 5.1.1 Let m, p E R, d E R + , and let A(A) E b, bP'd(X, ) be holomorphic and
positive and suppose that A(A) extends to be holomorphic on a neighborhood of A = 0. Then the
Mellin Transform of A is the map
M(A)(T) : C'(X, ) -+ 7-ol( {Imr < -p/d - 1}; C(7(X, Q ))
defined by equation (66) for any contour F of the form given in Figure 13.
Remark: Since Resolvent like operators are, by definition, holomorphic on a neighborhood of 0,
their Mellin transforms are always defined.
The 'most important' examples of Mellin transforms are Complex powers. Thus, let A E
£e£gf (X,b , ), m E R + , where A is a positive cone and suppose that the resolvent (A - A)- 1
extends to be holomorphic on A U U for some connected neighborhood U of A = 0. Then by The-
orem 3.7.1 and Theorem 2.5.2, there exists an e > 0 such that (A - A)-1 E Q-m,-m,'m,,, (X, Q )
is resolvent like. Let F be any contour in A of the form given in Figure 13, where F C A U U. For
Re z < 0, we define Az by
Az i (A- )- dA = ((A - A)-)(iz).
Note that since (A - A)-1 is holomorphic on AUU, the integral defining Az is well-defined, indepen-
dent of the contour F choosen. Observe that Az : C"(X, Qb) -+ - ol( {Rez < 0}; peHb(X, Q1 )),
I
ReA
Figure 13: The contour F.
Figure 14: The contour F.
and it extends to an operator
Az : p'H (X,n Q) -+ -ol( {Re z < 0}; p'H (X, W)).
Now let A E ffb' (X, Q mn E R + , where A is a positive cone, be formally self adjoint and
positive, and suppose that A is Fredholm. Then by Theorem 3.7.1 and Corollary 2.5.2, there exists
a connected neighborhood V C C containing 0 and an e > 0 such that on A U V, (A - A)- 1 E
-m,mA, (X, Q ) is meromorphic with only a simple pole at A = 0 given by -7r, where 7r E
-FT E(X, Q' ) is the orthogonal projection onto ker A.
Lemma 5.1.1 Let A E IA(X, b), m E R + , where A is a positive cone, be formally self adjoint
and positive, and suppose that A is Fredholm. Let 7r be the orthogonal projection onto the kernel of
A and define Ao := A + 7r. Then,
(Ao - A)- 1 = (A - A)- ' + A-l(1 - A)-l'.
It follows that (Ao - A)- 1 E - -m,m,E (X, Q) is resolvent like. In particular, the complex
power, A' is well defined, and the heat kernel e- tAo vanishes exponentially as t -+ oc. Moreover,
e
- tA - (e - t -1r + e - t A
PROOF: We will leave the resolvent identity to the reader as an exercise. Then the heat kernel
identity follows by taking the Laplace transform of the resolvent identity. 0
5.2 Mellin and Laplace Transforms
Recall that the gamma function, F(z), is the function
F(z) := tz - 1 e- t dt (67)
defined for all z E C with Re z > 0. Recall that the gamma function extends to be a non-vanishing
meromorphic function on all of C having only simple poles on -No, with residue (-1)k/k! at
-k E -No. In particular, 1/r(z) is an entire function, vanishing on -No. Also recall that the
Gamma function has the 'factorial property' F(z + 1) = z F(z). Let A E C with Re A > 0. Then
making the change of variables t At in the intergral (67), we find that for any z E C with Re z > 0,
r(z) = Az fo t z - 1 e- dt; or A-z = F('- foC tz- 1 e-x dt.
Lemma 5.2.1 For all A E C with Re A > 0 and z E C with Re z > 0, we have
1 o
Az = tz - 1 e- tA dt.
IF(z) Jo
Let m, p E R, d R, and let A(A) E ',d(X, ) be holomorphic and positive and suppose
that A(A) extends to be holomorphic on A U B, for some e > 0. Then the Mellin Transform
M(A)(7) : C(X, ) -+ 7-ol( {Im7 < -p/d - 11; Co(X, Qb ))
is defined. We defined the Mellin transform by using any contour as in Figure 13, but of course,
we can deform the contour so that it looks like the contour F in Figure 14. For the rest of this
subsection, we will use the contour in Figure 14 to define the Mellin transform. Using this new
contour F, we can also define the Laplace transform £(A)(t) := fr e-t A(A) dA. By Theorem 4.1.1,
£(A)(t) E CO°((O,oo)t; ab o(X, )) nd £(A)(t) -4 0 exponentially in @-M(X,Qf) as t -+ 00.
Also, given k E No and M E No such that p/d - M < -k - 1, for any N E No, we have
tM+N (A)(t) E Coo (0, oo00)t; T- (X, ))n Ck( [O, oo)t; 2 d(Xf) ).
Thus, the following interchanging of integrals is allowed for Im7 << 0:
M(A)(T) = A-iT A(A) dA
F(ir) o
S(i ti- 1  e- t" A(A) dA dt
r(ir) o r
S-(ir) 
-1L(A)(t) dt.
F(iT) o
Lemma 5.2.2 Let m, p E R, d E R + , and let A(A) E ' d (X, b ) be holomorphic and positive
and suppose that A(A) extends to be holomorphic on a neighborhood of A = 0. Then, for Im7 << 0,
we have
S (A)(T) = )j tir-,C(A)(t) dt.
5.3 Conormal nature of Mellin Transforms
Throughout this section, fix a positive cone A C C. Let m, p E R and d E R + with p/d E Z.
Recall that a symbol a(A, () E SAj'P'd(Rn) is resolvent like if there exists an e > 0 such that a(A, ()
extends to be a smooth function, holomorphic in A, for (A, () in
1{(A,() E C x Rn IA E A or AIXl < e(1+ I )d or -(1 + 1)d < IXl; (68)
and moreover, a(A, () continues to satisfy similar symbol estimates for (A, () in the set given by (68)
as for (A, () in Ax R".
Recall that an operator A E ~Wb,d(, ib ) is resolvent like if
1. AU B, E A -+ A(A) E T'(X, ) is holomorphic for some e > 0 and
2. for any coordinate patch Rn,k x R n on X2 such that Ab = Rnk x {0} and any compactly
supported function ¢ on the coordinate patch, we have
SA = (2r) eiz a(A, y, ) d 0 ,
where v E C0(X2, Q2) and where for each y E Rn,k, (A, ) ' a(A,y, ) E SA'P'pd(Rn) is
resolvent like.
We will prove the following Theorem.
Theorem 5.3.1 Let A(A) E 'W,' (X, Q,b), where m, p E R and d E R + with p/d E Z, be a
resolvent like operator. Then, the Mellin transform
M(A)(Tr): C(X, b) 'Nol( {Imr < -p/d - 1}; C~(X, fQ ))
extends to be an entire map
M(A)(r): " (X,o ) - 7 -ol(C; C0(X, Q)).
Moreover, for each r E C, M(A)(7) E dlIm r+m+d(X, 2 ) and is an entire family of b-pseudodiffer-
ential operators in the sense that for each R E R, the map
{T E C: Im7- < R} 3 T - M(A)(T) e dImTr+m+d(X,Q )
is an element of Wol(ImT < R, @dR+m+d(X, Qf ).
Corollary 5.3.1 Let A E SffA(X, Q2), m E R + , where A is a positive cone and suppose that the
resolvent (A-A)- 1 extends to be holomorphic on AUU, where U is a neighborhood of A = 0. Then for
each z E C, Az E mReZ',E,E,(X, Q2t) for some e > 0, and is an entire family of b-pseudodifferential
operators in the sense that for each R E R, the map
{z E C:Rez < R} 3 z ' - Az E mRez,'f '(X,, )
is an element of W-ol( Rez < R, bR'n''(X, b )).
Corollary 5.3.2 Let A E leA(X, Q2 ), m E R + , where A is a positive cone, be formally self
adjoint and positive, and suppose that A is Fredholm. Then for each z E C, A E WReZ' 'E',(X,  )
for some e > 0, and is an entire family of b-pseudodifferential operators in the sense that for each
R C R, the map
{z E C: Re z < R} 9 z ~ Az E aRe z,,ee(X, Q )
is an element of -ol(Rez < R, bI'Q'lt'c' (X, Qb) ).
To prove Theorem 5.3.1, we start with the following Lemma.
Lemma 5.3.1 Let m, p E R, d E R + , and let a(A, ) E SmP'd(Rn) be a resolvent like symbol. Let
F be any contour in A of the form given in Figure 14 and define
M4(a)(7, 6) := A-i' a(A, I) dA
for ImT << 0. Then, M(a)(7, () extends to be entire in 7. Moreover, for each 7 E C, M(a)(7, () E
SdIm r+m+d(Rn) and is an entire family of symbols in the sense that for each R E R, the map
{7 E C: Im-T <R} 3 T -+ M(a)(-r, ) C SdImr+m+d(Rn)
is an element of Wol(Im r < R, SdR+m+d(Rn) ).
PROOF: 7 Since a(A, ) is resolvent like, there exists an e > 0 such that a(A, () extends to be a smooth
function, holomorphic in A, for (A, () in
1{(A,() E C x RnI IA A or IAI e(1+ I1)d Or -(1 + 1)d < IAI}; (69)
7 This proof is based on the proof given in Grubb [4, Lemma 4.2.3].
and moreover, a(A, () continues to satisfy similar symbol estimates for (A, () in the set given by (69)
as for (A, ) in Ax R n.Let 6 e R n.Then, as
AU {AE C I JA : E(1 + I)d or -(1+ 16)d Il} E 3A a(A, )
is holomorphic, it follows that M(a)(t, 6) = fr, A- i a(A, ) dA, where Fr is the contour shown in
Figure 15, where the radius of the inner arc of IF is 2(1 + I6l)d and the radius of the outer arc of
r is 2(1 + I 1)d. It follows that M (a)(7, ) extends to be entire in T. We now prove that for each
- E C, M(a)(r, ) E Sdlmr+m+d(Rn) and is an entire family of symbols in the sense that for each
R E R, the map
{T e C: Im-r < R} 3 r M(a)(r,r) E SdImr+m+d(Rn)
is an element of Rol( ImT < R, SdR+m+d (Rn) ). Let k E No and P E Nn. Then,
o /, M(a)(, = f )-ir (-ilogA)k oa(A,  ) dA.
Observe that
1. the length of ]F < C1 (1 + II)d for some C1 > 0 (independent of ();
2. IA-irl C'(1 + ( 1)dImr for all A E F , for some C' > 0 (independent of ();
3. 1log A k < C"1log((1 + I 1)d)jk for all A E rF, for some C" > 0 (independent of ();
4. there exists constants C2 and C' such that for all A E F ,
I a(A, C) 2(I+ AI1/d + ll)p (1  l)m-p--I
_< C'(1 + |(1)m-Ifl.
Hence,
I 89 M(a)(r, < I -i'| log A k Iaa(A, () I dA
< C (1 + l|)d_ C'(1 + Il)dImr C"I log((1 + Il)d)lk -C(1 + l)m-I1
" C (1 + I()dIm r+m+d-IIjI log(1 + I1)jk
Thus, for any k E No and 3 E N , there is a C > 0 such that
I ak A4M(a)(-r,) I C(1 + Il)dlmr+m+d-jlI log(1 + I1)Ik.
This estimate implies that for fixed -r, M (a)(-r, ) E SdImr+m+d(R') and that for each R E R, the
map
{T E C: ImT < R} 3 r - M(a)(r, ) E SdImr+m+d(Rn)
is an element of Wol( Im T < R, SdR+m+d(Rn)). *
Figure 15: Deformation of the contour F into the contour FC.
Lemma 5.3.2 Let R E .b,A, r  , b s b bLemma 5.3.2 Let Re E -m bdX, O ) Sild -m(X, Q )), where p ER and d E R+ with
p/d E Z, be holomorphic and suppose that R(A) extends to be holomorphic on a neighborhood of
A = 0. Then,
M (R)(r) E W-ol(C; b-(X, 2)).
PROOF: By Lemma 5.2.2, for Imr << 0, we have M (R)(T) = fCo tl-1(R)(t) dt. By Lemma
1 1
4.2.3, £(R)(t) E Co( [0, 00)t; (X, b )) and £(R)(t) -+ 0 exponentially in -(X, Q 2) as t -+
oc. It follows that fi tir-1 (R)(t) dt is an entire function of T E C. Thus, we just have to show
that fod tiT-1C(R)(t) dt extends to be entire. Since, £(R)(t) E C"( [0, oo)t; Q(X,)), for
any M E N, we can write
M-1
£ (R)(t) = t'lR + tMRM(t),
1=0
where R1 E (b(X,2), and RM(t) E C0([0, oo)t; XP- (X, )). Hence, for any M E N, for
Im 7 << 0,
1 M1 1 1
t(i) -1(R)(t) dt E tir+-l dt - Ri + tir+M-1RM(t) dt) =0
=0 (i) iT + 1 I (i o1 1 1
Observe that since 1/F(ir) is entire and it vanishes when iT E -No, for any 1 E No, r 1 is
entire. Also, observe that fo t+M-lRM(t) dt is holomorphic for Im 7 < M. Thus, as M E N is
arbitrary, (> fo tV r-l1 (R)(t) dt extends to be an entire function of T. 0
PROOF OF THEOREM 5.3.1: Note that it suffices to prove Theorem 5.3.1 for OA(A), when
E Cc'(Xb \ Ab), and when ¢ is a compactly supported function on a coordinate patch Rnk x R n
on X' such that Ab Rn,k x {0}.
Let E Cc)(X2 \ Ab). Then,
A E T- ,d(X, Q) Spd(A; IW (X, Q2)
and OA(A) is holomorphic on a neighborhood of A = 0. Thus, by Lemma 5.3.2, M(OA)(T) E
Rol(C; " )(X, 2b).
Now let Rn,k x R n be a coordinate patch on X2 such that Ab -- Rn,k x {0} and let 0 be any
compactly supported function on the coordinate patch. Then, we can write
OA(A) = ezz a(A, y, ) d 0 v,
where vE CE (X , b ), and where for each y E Rnk, (A, ) - a(A, y, ) E Sm p'd(Rn) is resolvent
like. Hence,
)1 eiz- M (a) (T, y, ~) d< & v.(A)(7) =2r)
By Lemma 5.3.1, M(a)(r,y,() extends to be entire in 7 and for each T E C, M(a)(T,y,() E
C"(Rn,k; SdImr+m+d(R"n)) and is an entire family of symbols in the sense that for each R E R,
the map
{T E C: Imr- < R} T F M(a)(r,y, ) E C'(Rn,k; SdImr+m+d(Rn))
is an element of 7ol(Im 7 < R; C"(Rn '; SdR+m+d(Rn))). It follows that M( 9 A)(r) extends to
be an entire function of 7 such that for each T E C, M(¢A)(T) E %dmr+m+d(X, 2) and is an
entire family of b-pseudodifferential operators in the sense that for each R E R, the map
{rE C:Im T <R} I 7 -+ M( A)(T) E xdIm)+m+d(XQ3)
is an element of -ol( Im r < R, @RdR+m+d(X, ) ).
5.4 Restriction to the Diagonal
Lemma 5.4.1 Let E be an index set (not necessarily C") such that S C C x {0, 1} and such that
n (C x {1}) C No x {1}. Let u(t) E Aph 9 ([0,oo)t) and suppose that u(t) is Schwartz at oo;
thus, for any k E N, tku(t) is bounded outside a neighborhood of 0. Denote the coefficients of the
expansion of u(t) by u(z,k), where (z,k) E 8. Define for Imr << 0,
v(r) := 1 00 ti'-lu(t) dt.
Then, v(T) extends to be a meromorphic function on all of C having only simple poles at the points
i. {z(z,0) E and z ONo, or (z,1) E }.
The residue of v(r) at T = iz, when z 0 No, is -i U( , and when z E No, the residue is
i(-1)z+lr(z + 1) u(z,1). Moreover, the regular value of v(r) at T = 0 is u(o,o) - 7 - u(o,1), where
y := limk-,oo (1 + 1 + + + - log k) is Euler's constant.
PROOF: For Im7 << 0, we can write
v (r) = ti-tlu(t) dtF((i) o1 11f tr-lu(t) dt + f ti--u(t) dt.
-F(i) o F(i) 1
Since u(t) is Schwartz at t = oc and since 1/F(ir) is an entire function vanishing at r = 0, the term
(ir) ti- u(t) dt is an entire function vanishing at 7 = 0. Thus, we need only concern ourselves
with the term F f tir-lu(t) dt. Fix N >> 0. Then there is an M >> 0 such that
u(t) = 3 tZu(z,o) +  tz log t u(,l) + tku(k,o) + tMuM(t),
kVNo,zN zENo,zN kENo,kN
where uM(t) E Soc( [0, oo)t ). Observe that for any z E C with Rez >> 0, we have
Stz - 1 dt = and t z - 1 log t dt = az t z
1 dt = - .
Thus, for Im 7 << 0,
1 1 1 1
F(i) o ftir-lu(t) dt = ( F(i )(i + z) z)- (i)(i z) 2 U(z,1) (70)
kgNo,zN zENo,z N
+ (i)(i + (k,) + tir+M-uM(t) dt.
l (ir) (ir + k) (k,0) (i) 0
kENo k<N
Now observe that since F(z) has simple poles only on the set -No, with residue (-1)jl/j! =
(-1)j/F(j + 1) at -j E -No,
1. if z 0 No, 1/[F(ir)(ir + z)] is meromorphic having only a simple pole at iT = -z, with residue
-i/F(-z), and it vanishes at 7 = 0;
2. if z E No, 1/[F(ir)(ir+z)2] is meromorphic having only a simple pole at iT = -z, with residue
i(-1)z+lF(z + 1);
3. if z E No, 1/[F(ir)(iT + z)] is entire and vanishes at 7 = 0, unless z = 0, in which case it has
the value 1 at 7 = 0.
Also, observe that 1 f1 ttr+M-luM(t) dt is holomorphic on {Imr < M - 1} and it vanishes at
7 = 0 for any M > 1.
It follows that v(r) extends to be meromorphic on all of C, having only simple poles at the points
i. {z I(z,O) E S and z No, or (z, 1) E C}
where the residue of v(T) at 7 = iz, when z 0 No, is -i u(z, and when z e No, the residue is
i(-1)z+lF(z + 1) U(z,l). It also follows from (1)-(3) that the regular value of (70) at r = 0 is
1
u(o,o) - [the regular value of () 2 at 7 = 0] -U(o,1).
Since F(z)z 2 = zF(z + 1), the regular value of 1/[F(z)z 2] at z = 0 is Oz(z. z(z+l z=
r(z+x) Since (see [3, page 179]), -r'(z) - 1 (Z - '), it follows that -;F r(1 -(z) -
and hence, the regular value of 1/[F(z)z 2] at z = 0 is 7.
Let A(A) E ~ ,os(X, b2 ), where m, p C R and d E R + with p/d E Z, be resolvent like. Then
by Theorem 4.4.1, as t 4 0,
k--m--n
t(A)(t)- (x)+ -  t -  logt-y'(x)+ E t (71)A -yk X + k -10k
kENo k, - 1ENo kCNo
where for each k, k, yk, I E C (X, b). Also, by Theorem 5.3.1, for each T E C, M(A)(T) E
dIm r+m+d(X, 
-) and is an entire family of b-pseudodifferential operators in the sense that for
each R E R, the map
{r E C :Imr < R} 3 T M(A)(r) E dImr+m+d(X,) )
1
is an element of 7-ol(Imr < R, p dR+m+d(X,f ) Thus,
-m - n{r E C :Imr < d 1} 7 + M(A)(7T)lab Co(X, Qb)
is holomorphic. By Lemma 5.2.2, for Im7 << 0, we have M(A)(r) = f(r) ti- -L (A) (t) dt.
Also, by properties (43) and (44) of Theorem 4.1.1, it follows that for Im 7 << 0,
M (A) (r)b = 1 t-1(£(A)(t)b) dt.F(iT) o
Thus, Lemma 5.4.1 gives the following.
Theorem 5.4.1 Let A(A) E ~ bos(X, o ), where m, p E R and d E R + with p/d G Z, be
resolvent like. Then the Schwartz kernel of the Mellin transform M(A)(7), when restricted to Ab,
extends from Im 7 < -m-nd 1 to be a meromorphic function on all of C, with values in C" (X, O2b),
having only simple poles at the points
k-m-n
i {zk = -1 : k E No}.
The residue of M(A)(r)IAb at T = izk, when zk 0 No, is -i (' , and when Zk C No, the residue
is i(-1)zk+lF(zk + 1) "4, where 7k and ' are given in the expansion (71) above. Moreover, the
regular value of M(A)(7)I , at 7 = 0 is
the constant term in the expansion of L(A)(t)IAb as t 4 0
- y - (the coefficient of logt in the expansion of £(A)(t) j~ as t 4 0),
where -y is Euler's constant. In particular, if the expansion of L(A)(t) as t . 0 has no logt term,
then M4(A)(r) is holomorphic at T = 0 and
the value of M(A)(7)IA, at r = 0
= the constant term in the expansion of L(A)(t)iAb as t . 0.
Let A E T, S(X, ~ ),m C R + be elliptic, formally self adjoint, and positive. Then it follows
that A has a positive principal symbol (see, for example, [7]). Thus, A E EeS , ,os(X, Q) for any
positive cone A. Hence, by Corollary 4.5.1,
e-tAb t k(X) + Z t logt' (X) + tk '(x), (72)
kENo k, k EN kENo
where for each k, -Yk, 7Y, -k E C'(X, Ob). Now suppose that A is Fredholm. Then by Lemma 5.1.1,
e
- tAo = (e-t - 1)r + e- tA, where Ao := A + 7r, with 7r being the orthogonal projection onto the
kernel of A. . In particular, e- tAo lAb has an expansion of the same form as in (72). By Corollary
5.3.2, for each z E C, Az E IRez,"EE"(X, 0) for some e > 0. In particular, AlIab E SO"E(X, Qb)
for Re z > n/m.
Corollary 5.4.1 Let A E ,m (X, b2 ), m E R + be elliptic, formally self adjoint and positive, and
suppose that A is Fredholm. Then the Schwartz kernel of the Complex power Az, when restricted to
Ab, extends from Re z > n/m to be a meromorphic function on all of C, with values in SO'E(X, Qb)
for some E > 0, having only simple poles at the points
n-k
{Zk= k ENo, zk 0}.
m
The residue of AlIAb at z = Zk, when zk ( N, is ~Y and when zk E N, the residue is
(-1)zk+lr(zk + 1) 74, where 7k and 7- are given in the expansion (72) above. Moreover,
the value of AI Ab at z = 0
= the constant term in the expansion of e-tA Ab as t 4. 0.
6 The b-Trace
6.1 b-Trace
Lemma 6.1.1 Let f E So,,([0, 1)k), where 0 < rl < 1. Then we can write
f(x1, .. ,- k)= f(0) + Xi' ...x " f,(xi),
I
where the sum is over all I = (il,..., it), 1 ii < ..--. < it _ k, and where for each I = (il,...,it),
xi = (xii, ... ,xi ) and fi E Solo([0, 1)1).
Moreover, if 77 - 1, then for each I,
fI(xI) = -- (ax, "" ox.,f o gI)(tliz,...Itzxi,)dtl .d.it,
where gi(xi) = (yl,...,yk), with { 0, if i I;
Y = xi , if i i.
PROOF: The proof is by induction on k. Thus, assume k = 1. Then by definition of So,"([0, 1)),
f(x) = f(0) + Xzfi (), (73)
where fi(x) E So0 '([0, 1)), and where by the fundamental theorem of calculus, if i = 1, f (x) =fo (oxf)(tx)dt. Thus, our Lemma is true if k = 1. Assume our Lemma is true for k; we'll prove it
is true for k + 1. Applying our Lemma to the first k variables of f(xl,..., Xk+l) yields
f(X1,..., Xk+) = f(O, Xk+) + X ... X i, fI(XI, Xk+l),
I
where if 7 -- 1, then fI(xI, k+l) = o . 0L (0,i ""1 t ffog)(tli,1 ... ,txl iX, k+l)dtl ..' dtl, where
gi (xI;, Xk+l) = (Yl,.... Yk, Xk+1), with
i 0, if i I;
Yi = if i ij
.
Applying (73) to each of the terms f(0, Xk+1) and fi(Xi, k+1) with respect to the variable Xk+1
yields our Lemma for k + 1. 0
Let X be compact with corners. Fix an ordering of the boundary hypersurfaces of X: M 1 (X) =
{HI,..., HN}, and fix boundary defining functions {p,}, where pi is a boundary defining function
for Hi. Define
C N := {z = (zl,...,z) C IRezi > for all i}.
Observe that if A e b-(X, Q'), then pzA, where pZ i .. p, is trace class on L (X, 2)b= b 1 PN I b L(X, )
for all z E C y with trace given by Tr(pzA) = fx (PzA)b. Thus, CN 9 z -+ Tr(pz A) is holomorphic.
Theorem 6.1.1 Let A E b- (X, b ). Then we can write
Tr(pzA) = fi(z), (74)
I,J
where the sum is over all IU J = {1,...,N} with I n J = 0, and where for each I, fI : CIII - C is
meromorphic, with only simple poles, all on the set
{zI E CII I zi E -N for some i E I}.
In particular, for each I, fI is holomorphic near zi = 0.
PROOF: Let {U}, where U = [0, 1)k x R-k x R n, (k > 0), be a coordinate cover of Ab with
Ab f [0, 1)k x Rn - k x {0}, and with the appropriate p,'s defining the [0, 1) factors, and let {~z} C
C"(Xb) be such that ¢iIab is a partition of unity of Ab subordinate to the cover {Ui n Ab} of Ab.
Then,
AIab = (~iA)b,
and so Tr(pzA) = E, Tr(pzo,A). Thus, we may assume that A is a supported in some 1i, which
we now fix. For simplicity, assume that xj = p, for j = 1,...,k. Then, A = A(x,y,z)I dydz 1/ 2 ,
where A(x, y, z) E C,00(Uj). We can write pZ = x" . r"', where r = Pk+1 ... PN, w = (Z1 ,. ,Zk)
W' - (Zk+l , .-,ZN), XW X= .. , and rw' = ... z" Hence,
Tr(pzA) pz A(x, y, 0) dx dy
X WB(w',x,y) dX dy,
X
where B(w', x, y) = r(x, y)w' A(x, y, 0). Observe that since r(x, y) > 0 for any (x, y) E [0, 1)k x Rn-k,
B(w',x, y) is holomorphic for w' E CN - k .
By Lemma 6.1.1, we can write
B(w',x, y) = B(w',0, y) + xil ... xi BI(w', x1 , y)
I
for some smooth functions B (w', xi, y). Since for any a E C+, fo a = , we have
Tr(pZA) = 1 B(w',0, y)dy + 1: x' ... x '(Bi(w',xI, y)dxdy, (75)
Z1 * *Z k I l Zi- Jt
where IU J= (1,...,k).
By Taylors theorem, BI(w',x , y) - x~Bi,. (w', y), and so
SxZ' ... x " BI (w', xi, y)dxIdy 1 1 B,o(w, y)dy.el Ot zl + al + 1 zi, + at + 1
This formula, together with (75), proves our Theorem.
Observe that we can write (74) as Tr(pzA) = EJI<N f + f(z), where fz(z) is holomorphic
at 0. The number f(0) is called the regular value at z = 0 of the meromorphic function Tr(pzA).
1
Definition 6.1.1 Let A E ~ (X, b). Then the regular value of meromorphic function Tr(pzA)
is called the b-Trace of A and is denoted by b-Tr(A). Thus,
b-Tr(A) := regular value of Tr(pzA) at z = 0.
Remark: If A E @ "cm3'P,(X, Q') is in the calculus with bounds with a,) 2 0 and 0 < / < 1,
then a proof similar to that of Theorem 6.1.1 shows that we can write Tr(pzA) = E i,, , where
the sum is over all IU J = {1,...,N} with In J = 0, and where for each I,
fr : {zI E CIII Izi > -7r, for all i E I} - C
is holomorphic. Then, b-Tr(A) is defined to be the regular value of Tr(pzA) at z = 0 just as in the
1
case A E b b(X, ).
Proposition 6.1.1 If A E p oo,,P(X, R0) with -y > O0, then b-Tr(A) - Tr(A).
PROOF: Note that Tr(pzA) is holomorphic at z = 0, and so its regular value at z = 0 is just its
value at z = 0. *
Thus, the b-Trace is a generalization of the usual trace. However, unlike the usual trace, the
b-Trace does not vanish on commutators, as Theorem 6.1.2 below shows.
Let H11,...,Hik E M(X). Then observe that M := Hil n ... n Hik is a disjoint union of
codimension k boundary faces of X. Given A E T- (X, b2 ), we define
JRf b-Tr(NM(A)(T))dr := Rk b-Tr(NF(A)(7))dT.
Rk F =component of M
1
Lemma 6.1.2 If A E -"(X, 2), the regular value of z1 . zkTr(pzA) at z = 0 is
(1 IR b-Tr(NM(A)(r))dT,
where M = H1 n ... n Hk and where the b-Trace appearing in the integral is the b-Trace on
W'@ (M, Q ).
PROOF: Let x E C ([0, 1)) with X 0 near x = 0. Set X, := X(xi) E Cc(X). Then, we can write
A = X1 ... XkA - (X1 ... Xk - 1)A.
Observe that
X1 ... Xk - 1 = (X1 - 1)X2 " Xk + X2 k - 1
= (X1 - 1)X2 "Xk + (X2 - 1)X3...' Xk +X3 ''' Xk - 1
k
E(Xi - 1)X,+l " Xk.
i=1
Also, observe that if 1 < i < k, then since Xi - 1 = 0 near x, = 0,
Tr(pZ(Xi - 1)X,+l ... XkA)
is holomorphic in zi down to zi = 0. Thus, the regular value of zi ... zkTr(pZA) at z = 0 is the
regular value of z1 ... zkTr(pzX1 ... XkA) at z = 0. Thus, we may assume that A is a supported on
a coordinate patch Ub, where U = [0, 1)k x M with x3 = p, for j = 1,..., k, is a decomposition of
X near M. Let sj = xj/ x. Then (x, s) are coordinates on the [0, 1)k factor of 212 near Ab, and
so we can write A = A(x, s) ds 1/2 where A(x, s) E C1(4 2 , Q(M )). Let z (w,'), where
w = (zi, .. .,Zk) and w' = (k+l,. .. ,ZN). Then, pz = xW" r", where r = Pk+1 '' PN, and so
Tr(pzA) = z"B (w',x ) d
where B(w',x) = fM Tr'A(x, 1)1ab(M). We can now proceed exactly as we did in the proof of
Theorem 6.1.1 to see that the regular value of zl ... zkTr(pZA) at z = 0 is equal to the regular value
of fM rw'A(O, 1)Iab(M) at z = 0. By the Mellin inversion formula,
A(0, 1) = ( s"NM(A)(T)dT)|s=
(2r)k IRk
Thus, by the definition of the b-Trace on TI' (M, Q ), the regular value of fM rw'A(0, 1)Ia,(M) at
S= 0 is fRk b-Tr( NM(A)(r) )dr.
The formula in the following theorem is called the trace defect formula and it measure how
non-commutative the b-Trace is.
Theorem 6.1.2 Let A E T (X, Q ) and B E WT'(X, Q ) with either m or m' equal to -oo. Then
b-Tr[A, B] = - E (2 f b-Tr( DNM(A)(T)NM(B)(T) )dr, (76)
MEMk(X),k>l k k
where the sum is over all boundary faces of X, and where in each term of the sum (76), if M is a
component of H,1 n ... n Hik, then D, = D,1 ... D~k
PROOF: Observe that
pZ[A, B] = [p, A]B + ApzB - pBA
= [, A]B +[A, pB].
Since the Trace vanishes on commutators, Tr([A, pzB]) E 0 for z E C'. Thus,
b-Tr[A, B] = regular value of Tr([pz, A]B) at z = 0
= regular value of Tr(pzC(z)) at z = 0,
where C(z) := p-z [pz, A]B = AB - p-z ApzB. Note that C(0) = 0 and so by Lemma 6.1.1, we can
write C(z) = E zi, " " zik CI(zi), where
CI(xI1 ) = iz, ... OZ 1 C ogI)(tlZil,. .. ,tlzik)dtl* .dtk, (77)
where gI(zi) = (yl,...,yN), with
Yi 0, if i I;
i = ,, if i= ij.
Thus, Tr(pZC(z)) = C, zi .. zikTr(CI(zl)), and hence, by Lemma 6.1.2, the regular value of
Tr(pzC(z)) at z = 0 is
SS (2 f b-Tr(NM (CI(0))(7))dT,
k=1 II=k
where MI := Hi, n ... Hi . We will show that
IRk b-Tr(NM1 (Ci (0))(7))dr = - k b-Tr(D, NM (A)(T)NM, (B)())dr,
where D, = D, ... Dk , which proves our Theorem. To see this, let s, = xi/x. Then (77) implies
that
Ci(O) = (zi, ... z,k C)(0)
-Oz,, " Oz,, ([p-ApZ]B)I z=o
- z,, - z,k ([s-zA]B)lz=o
= -(-1)k[(log si) . (log sik)A]B.
Thus,
NM, (CI(0))(T) = -NM ( (-1)k[(log,) ... (log Sik)A]B)(r)
= -NMj ( (- 1)k (log sil) .. (log si, )A)(r) NM (B)(r)
= -Dr,, . D,'k NM, (A)(r) NMI (B)(T).
6.2 b-integral
We will now give another description of the b-Trace. Let A E I (X,b). Then, AlA, E
C"(X, Rb). Thus, one might think that b-Tr(A) = fx AIAb. This is in fact true - if we interpret
fx appropriately. Let E C'(X, Qb). Then for z E C', pv E L1 (X, Qb) and so C N 9 z -
fx pZ E C is a holomorphic map of CN into C. The proof of the following Theorem is similar to
the proof of Theorem 6.1.1.
Theorem 6.2.1 Let v E C' (X, Qb). Then we can write
S fi (zi)(78)
where the sum is over all IU J = {1,..., N} with In J = 0, and where for each I, fl : CIII - C is
meromorphic, with only simple poles, all on the set
{zi E CII I zi E -N for some i E I}.
In particular, for each I, fI is holomorphic near zi = 0.
Definition 6.2.1 Let v E CO(X, Qb). Then the regular value of the meromorphic function fx Pzv
is called the b-integral of v and is denoted by bix v. Thus,
b/ v := the regular value of pX v at z = 0.
Proposition 6.2.1 Let A E kb-(X, O~b). Then, b-Tr(A) = bfx AIAb.
PROOF: We will leave this to the reader. 0
7 The Index Theorem via the Heat Kernel
7.1 Trace of the Heat Kernel
1
Theorem 7.1.1 Let A G EJJA(X, Q2), m E R + , where A is a positive cone, be formally self
adjoint and positive, and suppose that A is Fredholm. Then,
lim b-Tr(e- tA) = dim ker A.
t-+oo
PROOF: Let 7r be the orthogonal projection onto the kernel of A and set A 0 := A + 7r. Then by
Lemma 5.1.1, e - tAo - (e - t - 1)7r + e - tA, where e - tAo - 0 exponentially in b - '(X, Q ) for
some E > 0. Hence,
lim b-Tr(e- tA) = lim [(1 - e - t) dim ker A + b-Tr(e-tAo)]
t--+c t-+oo
= (1 - 0) dimkerA + 0
= dim ker A.
Corollary 7.1.1 Let A e T(X, R), m E R + be Fredholm. Then,
indA = lim [b-Tr(e- tA *A) - b-Tr(e-tAA* )].
t-+oo
PROOF: This follows from the previous Theorem, using the fact that ker A*A = ker A and ker AA* =
ker A*. •
7.2 The Index formula
Let A E T, (X, 2b), m E R + , be Fredholm. We will find a formula for the index of A. To do
so, we consider the function
h(t) := b-Tr(e- tA *A) - b-Tr(e-t AA *).
Then by Corollary 7.1.1, ind A = limt- h(t). Hence, by the fundamental theorem of calculus, for
all t > 0,
ind A = h(t) + j 8,h(s) ds. (79)
We now compute ,h(s). We first observe that A*Ae - tA *A - A*e-tAA*A. Indeed, let q E
1
C" (X, Q ). Then, u(t) := A*Ae-tA*A¢ and v(t) := A*e - tAA * Ao agree at t = 0 and they both sat-
isfy the equation (Or + A*A)b(t) = 0, t > 0. Thus, by uniqueness of solutions to the heat equation,
u(t) - v(t) (see Theorem 4.1.2). Hence, A*Ae - tA *A = A*e-tAA* A. Thus,
a,h(s) = b-Tr(-A*Ae - sA *A + AA*e - s AA
*)
= b-Tr( AA*e - sAA* - A*Ae - sA*A)
= b-Tr(AA*e-sAA * 
- A*e-sAA*A)
= b-Tr( [A, A*e-sAA*]).
By the Trace defect formula in Theorem 6.1.2, we have
b-Tr( [A, A*e-sAA*]) - (2 ) b-Tr( DNM(A)(r) N (A*)(r) NM(e-sAA* )(-) ) d
MEMk(X),kl 1
Hence,
,h(s) E (bTr(D,NM (A)(r) NM (A*)(r) NM(e-sAA* )(T) ) d-. (80)
MEMk(X),k>l
By Lemma 5.1.1, if (AA*)o = AA* + 7r, where 7r is the orthogonal projection onto the kernel of A*,
then e - t(AA * ) o - (e - t - 1)r + e - tAA * , where e-t(AA*)o -+ 0 exponentially in b -"ee(X,~ b) for
some E > 0. Hence, for any M E Mk(X), k E N, NM(e-tAA)(T) = NM(e-t(AA)o)(T) is rapidly
decreasing in -M, 'e'(M, Q ) as t -+ oc and as 7 -+ 00. Hence, we can interchange integrals in the
following computation: if M E Mk(X), k E N,
If Ifk b-Tr(D,NM(A)(-) NM(A*)(T) NM(e - s AA* )(r)) drds
=/Rk J b-Tr(D,NM(A)(T) NM(A*)(T) NM(e-sAA*)(r)) dsdT
- - I -Tr(D,NM(A)(r) NM(A)() - 1 0 sNM (e -s ) AA* )( )) dsd
= - b-Tr( DNM(A)() NM(A)() - 1 [NM(e -sAA )( T) ]oo dT
= b-Tr(DNM(A)(-r) NM (A)(r)- 1 NM(e-tAA* )(r) ) d r.
Thus, equations (79) and (80) give the following Lemma.
Lemma 7.2.1 Let A E TmI (X, ), m E R + be Fredholm. Then for all t > 0,
ind A = h(t) - _b77A(t), (81)
where h(t) = b-Tr(e- tA*A) - b-Tr(e- t AA*) and 7A(t) = -MEMk(X),k>1 brIM(t), where
bM(t) = 2 b-Tr(D,NM(A)(T) NM(A*)(T) NM(e-sAA*)() ) drds (82)
(2 R b-Tr(D, NM(A) (r) NM (A)()- N (e-tAA(r))) dr. (83)(27r) k Rk
Observe that since e-tA*A lb and e - tAA * lAb both have asymptotic expansions in t as t 4 0, the
function h(t) also has an asymptotic expansion as t $ 0. In the following Lemma, we show that each
b?7M(t) has an asymptotic expansion as t . 0.
Lemma 7.2.2 Let A E ,S(XQ ), m E R + be Fredholm. Let M E Mk(X), k E N, and let
b?M(t) be defined as in (82) above. Then as t . 0,
3-(t) j-k-n j--n +•t qll
j=0 3--nENo jENo
for some constants rlj, 77j, 14'j C"(X b).
PROOF: Let B (X,), where e > 0, be a parametrix for A as in Proposition 2.5.1;
thus, AB - Id, BA - Id E Q-'(X, Rb). Then it follows that NM(B)(r) = NM(A)(r) - 1 . Let
MI (X) = {H 1 ,... ,HN} be an ordering of the boundary hypersurfaces of X and denote by p,, the
fixed boundary defining function for H,. For simplicity, we will assume that M is a component of
H 1 n ."n Hk. Let t, := p'/p,. Then note that D,NM(A)(T) = NM( (log t) (log tk)A)(r). Hence,
DTNM(A)(7) NM(A)() - 1 NM(e - t AA *)(r) = NM( [(log tl) ... (log tk)A] B e - t AA * )(T).
Thus, by Lemma 6.1.2,
- br1M (t) = ( b-Tr(D,NM(A)(r) Nu (A)(T) - 1 NM(e- tAA *)(r) ) d
= (2;b)k I b-Tr(NM([(logtl) (logtk)A] Be-tAA* )(r)) d r
= the regular value of z1 -. zkTr(z [(log tl) ... (log tk)A] B e
- tAA * )
at z = 0
= the regular value of -...zk (p [(log) ... (logt 10k)A] Be-tAA*
at z = 0.
Since log ti vanishes on Ab,
[(log tl) . (log tk)A] B E ~ k+(-m)EEE(X b2 ) = -kE'E(X, )'
Thus, by Corollary 4.4.1,
([(log t1 ) .- (log tk)A] B e
- tAA* )lb
t m rj(x) + t logt 7() + 7
j=0 j, .2 ENo JENo
for some , (x), 7j(x), qj'(x). Our Lemma follows. 0
Definition 7.2.1 Let A CE ~ ,(X, Q ), m R + be Fredholm. Then the b-eta invariant of A, brA,
is the constant term in the expansion of 'A (t) as t , 0.
Taking the constant term in expansion of the right hand side of equation (81) as t 4 0 gives the
following Theorem.
Theorem 7.2.1 Let A E IF',(X, Q), m E R + be Fredholm. Then,
ind A = b A A - b(AA* - bA,
where b(A.A and b(AA are the constant terms in the expansions, as t 4. 0, of b-Tr(e- tA *A) and
b-Tr(e-t AA * ) respectively, and where bA is the b-eta invariant of A.
7.3 Exact operators
Although Theorem 7.2.1 was stated only for the bundle of b-half densities, it of course holds
for any vector bundles. Thus, let 0 < v E Co"(X, Ob) be a fixed positive b-density, and let E
and F be hermitian vector bundles over X. Then, Theorem 7.2.1 takes the following form: If
A W ~,(X, E, F), m E R + , is Fredholm, then
ind A = b( AA - b AA* - bA,
where b(A*A and b(AA* are the constant terms in the expansions, as t t 0, of b-Tr(e- tA *A ) and
b-Tr(e- t AA*) respectively, and where bqA is the b-eta invariant of A.
In this section, we'll find an explicit formula for the b-eta invariant, bqrA, where A E Diff (X, E, F)
is a special operator called an exact operator.
Let A E Diff (X, E, F) be elliptic. Let H E M1 (X) be a boundary hypersurface of X. Denote the
fixed boundary defining function for H by x and identify E and F over the product decomposition
X - [0, 1)x x H with EH := EIH and FH := FIH respectively. Then on the product decomposition
[0, 1), x H, we can write A = a(x, y) xO, + B(x), where a(x, y) E C"( [0, 1)x x H, hom(EH, FH))
and B(x) E C"([0,1)x; Diff'(HH, FH)). Note that by the definition of the symbol, a(x,y) =
bal (A)(l). Since A is elliptic, bal(A)(d ) is invertible. Thus, we can write
A= bal(A)( )[ ,x + A(x)],
z x
where A(x):= ibol(A)( d-)-B(x) E C ([0,1)=; Diff1(H, EH)). In particular,
1
NH(A)(T) = aH[iT + AH], (84)
where aH := al(A)() IH and AH := (0) E Diff1(H, EH).
Definition 7.3.1 An operator A E Diff 1(X, E, F) is said to be exact if it is elliptic and if for each
H E M(X),
1. cH : EH -+ FH is an isometry (that is, a;, = a);
2. AH E Diff (H, EH) is formally self adjoint,
where aH and AH are defined in formula (84) above.
Lemma 7.3.1 Let ADiff(XEF) be exact. Then  (X, E, F) . A is Fredholm iff for each H E M (X),
AH : Hb (H, EH) -+ L2(H, EH)
is invertible.
PROOF: By Corollary 2.5.1, A is Fredholm iff for each H E M(X),
NH(A)(7) : Hb (H, EH) -+ L (H, FH)
is invertible for all r E R. Since NH(A)(T) = 1 H[iT + AH] and 0 H is invertible, NH(A)(T) is
invertible for all T E R iff (iT + AH) is invertible for all T E R. Since AH is self adjoint, (ir + AH)
is invertible for all T E R \ {0}. Thus (iT + AH) is invertible for all r E R iff AH is invertible. 0
Lemma 7.3.2 Let A ( Diff (X, E, F) be exact and Fredholm. Then, rA(t) = -HEMI(X) blH(t)
where for each H E Mi (X),
b7H(t)= 1 j 8 - 1/2 b-Tr(AHe - sAH ) ds.
PROOF: Observe that if M E Mk(X) with k > 2, then D,NM(A)(r) - 0 Indeed, since A is a first
order b-differential operator, NM(A)(T) is a polynomial of degree one in T. Hence, D,NM(A)(r) -
0 for k > 2. Thus, blM(t) - 0 if codimM > 2, and so brlA(t) = -MEMk(X),k>l b7rM(t)
EHEMI(X) iH(t). Let H E Mi(X). We need to show that
b = 1 S- 1/2 b-Tr(AHe- sAH ) ds.
To see this, observe that for - E R,
1 1
D N M(A)(r) = -aOH and NH(A*)(r) = (-ir + AH)H1i
and, since NH(AA*)(T) = NH(A)(T) o NH(A*)(r) H= (T2 + A2H) a 1 , by Lemma 4.1.1,
NH (e - sAA * )(7) -e-H(72+AH) 1
We claim that e-SH( 2+AH) H = He- e A2HH 1 . Indeed, both the left and right hand sides of
this equation agree at s = 0 and they both satisfy the heat equation (O, + CrH(r7 2 + A2) ,- 1 )(s) =
0, s > 0; thus, by uniqueness of solutions to the heat equation, they must be equal. It follows that
DNH(A)(T) NH(A*)(r) NH(e-sAA*)(T) = aH(-ir + AH)e 2e-AH aH 1,
and so,
b-Tr(D,NH(A)(T) NH(A*)(T) NH(e - sAA *)(T)) = b-Tr( (-iT + AH)er 2e-A2H).
Note that fR e-ST dT = 0 and fR e-sT2 dT = s - 1/2 fR e - T dT = - 1 /2  Thus,
b7H(t) = 00Jf b-Tr(D,NH(A)(r) NH(A*)(T) NH(e - AA * )(T) ) dds
= 1 s - 1/ 2 b-Tr( AHe - sA ) ds.
Theorem 7.3.1 Let A e Diff (X, E, F) be exact and Fredholm. Then,
ind A = b A*A - b~AA* - IA,
where bA-A and b(AA. are the constant terms in the expansions, as t O0, of b-Tr(e- tA *A) and
b-Tr(e- t AA *) respectively, and where bA = -HEMi(X) brH, where b/H is the constant term in the
expansion, as t . 0, of
1 ft s-1/2 b-Tr(AHe- sAH ) ds.
8 The Index Theorem via the Complex Power
8.1 The b-zeta function
Let A E ,s(X, Qr), m E R + be elliptic, formally self adjoint and positive, and suppose that A
is Fredholm. Then by Corollary 5.4.1, Ao lAb is holomorphic for Re z > n/m. In particular, for
Re z > n/m, b-Tr(Aoz) bf AoZ Ab is well defined.
Definition 8.1.1 Let A E 4m, (X, Qb), m E R + be elliptic, formally self adjoint and positive, and
suppose that A is Fredholm. Then the b-zeta function, b(A(z), defined for z E C with Re z > n/m,
is the function
b(A (z) := b-Tr (Ao z).
By Corollary 4.5.1, we have
e-tA~br.Ct~ ~k;) - k (Lg)Y7 +) tk (x), (85)
k=0 k, - EN kENo
where for each k, Yk 7 , ' E C"(X, 2b). Hence, Corollary 5.4.1 implies the following.
1Theorem 8.1.1 Let A E 4T,os(X,Q ), m E R + be elliptic, formally self adjoint and positive, and
suppose that A is Fredholm. Then the b-zeta function, b(A(z), extends from Re z > n/m to be a
meromorphic function on all of C, having only simple poles at the points
n-k
{Zk k= ENo, zk O 0}.
m
The residue of b(A(z) at z = Zk, when zk ( N, is (-) and when Zk E N, the residue is
(-1)zk+lF(zk + 1) bf.y, where -Yk and y-y are given in the expansion (85) above. Moreover,
the value of bA (z) at z = 0
= the constant term in expansion of b-Tr(e- tA) as t 4 0.
8.2 The Index formula
Let A E m ,(X, 2), m E R + be Fredholm. We will find a formula for the index of A. Define
(A*A)o := A*A + 7rA, where 7A is the orthogonal projection onto the kernel of A and define
(AA*)o := AA* + 7rA., where 7A. is the orthogonal projection onto the kernel of A* . Then by
Lemma 5.1.1,
e
- t(A *A) - (e - - l)A + e - tA *A and e- t(AA * ) = (e - t - 1)A + e - tAA (86)
For each t > 0, define ho(t) = b-Tr(e-t(A*A)o) - b-Tr(e-t(AA*)o). Then, if h(t) = b-Tr(e- tA *A) -
b-Tr(e- tAA*), the equations in (86) imply that
ho(t) = (e- t - 1) ind A + h(t). (87)
By Lemma 7.2.1, indA = h(t) - I bA(t), and so, by equation (87), e - t indA = ho(t) - !lA(t).
Thus, we have proved the following Lemma.
1
Lemma 8.2.1 Let A E Tm " (X, ), m E R + be Fredholm. Then for all t > 0,
e-t ind A = ho(t) - 1 bA (t), (88)2
where ho(t) = b-Tr(e- t(A*A ) o) - b-Tr(e- t(AA * )o) and b A(t) = MEMk(X),k>1 brM(t), where
bI(2 )k Ik b-Tr(DNM(A)(T) N (A)(r)-1 NM(e - tAA*)() )dT.
Let Re z >> 0. Then by properties (43) and (44) of Theorem 4.1.1, it follows that for Re z >> 0,
1 1j tz-b-Tr(e- t(A*A)o )dt = t)l tz-1e-t(A*A)oAb dt
r(z) 0 F(z) o
bf f tz-1 e-t(A*A)o iZbdt
r(z) 0
= b (A*A)o zI
= b-Tr((A*A)o z)
= bA* A( );
similarly, we have 1 fo tz-lb-Tr( e-t(AA*)o) )dt bAA*.(z); and, for any M E Mk(X), k E N,
(z) j tz - 1  b-Tr(DNM(A)(r) NM(A)(r) - 1 e- t N (AA*)(r) )ddt
r(z) 0 R
= tz-1 L bf [D,-NM(A)(T)NM(A)(r)-' e-tN(AA*)(r)]I bddtIA(7 tz-e-tNM(n)(')dt)IlbdT
= b [D,NM(A)(r)NM(A)(r)-( tz-le-tN(AA*)(7)dt)]|abd-
=R b [D,NM(A)(T) NM(A)(T)- NM(AA*)(7)-z]IA bdT
f= b-Tr(D7NM(A)(r) NM(A)(T) - 1 NM(AA*)( ) - z ) drJ Rk
= Rk b-Tr(DNM(A)() NM(A*)(T) NM (AA*)(T) - z - 1 ) dT.
Thus, multiplying both sides of equation (88) by 1/1(z) -t z - 1 , and integrating the resulting equation
from t = 0 to t = oo yields
ind A = bA* A(z) - b(AA* () - -bq A(Z), (89)2
where blA(Z) = EMEMk(X),k>1 blM(Z), where
blqM(z) - ( --2  b-Tr(DNM(A)(7) NM(A)(T) - 1 NM(AA*)( ) - z) dr
(2, ) b-Tr(DNM (A) (T) N (A*)(T) NM(AA*)(T)-z-1) dT.
Note that Corollary 5.4.1 implies that the values of b(A*A(z) and b(AA*(z) at z = 0 are b(A*A and
b(AA* respectively, where b(A*A and b(AA* are the constant terms in the expansions, as t 4 0, of
b-Tr(e-tA *A ) and b-Tr(e- tAA *) respectively.
Lemma 8.2.2 Let A E m (X, ), m E R + be Fredholm. Let M E Mk(X), k E N. Then,
blM(z) extends to be a meromorphic function on all of C, having only simple poles at the points
{z3 = - : j E No}.2m
In particular, brA() = -MEMk(X),k>1 brM(Z) extends to be a meromorphic function on all of C,
having only simple poles at the points
{zj -= j E N o}.2m
Moreover, blA(Z) is holomorphic at z = 0, with value blA, where blTA is the b-eta invariant of A.
PROOF: By Lemma 5.4.1 and Lemma 7.2.2, brM(z) extends to be a meromorphic function on all of
C, having only simple poles at the points
{zj -= j E No}.
2m
Since blA (t) = ind A-h(t), and the right hand side of this equation has no log t term in its expansion
as t 4 0, and with constant term equal to b7A, by Lemma 5.4.1, blA(Z) = fo z- 1 bA (t) dt is
holomorphic at z = 0 with value blA.
Definition 8.2.1 Let A E 'I1,(X, Q), m E R + be Fredholm. Then the b-eta function of A is
the meromorphic function b,A(Z). It extends to be a meromorphic function on all of C, having only
simple poles at the points
zj = - j E No};2m
and it is holomorphic at z = 0, with value blA, the b-eta invariant of A.
Formula (89) gives the following Theorem.
Theorem 8.2.1 Let A e I',(X, ~'), m E R + be Fredholm. Then,
ind A = b(A-A () - b(AA* (Z) - ,bA(Z)
where b(A*A(z) and b(AA*(z) are the b-zeta functions of A*A and AA* respectively, and where
bA(z) = EMEMk(X),k>1 br'M(z) is the b-eta function of A, where
blM(z) 2= b-Tr(DNM(A)(r) NM(A)(r) - ' NM(AA*)(T)-z) dr
= (- Rb-Tr(DTNM(A) (T) NM (A*)(T) NM(AA*)(r)-z-1) dT.
In particular, at z = 0, we recover the index formula of Theorem 7.2.1:
ind A = bSA A - bAA* -- bA2
8.3 Exact operators
Let A E Diff (X, E, F) be exact and Fredholm, where E and F are hermitian vector bundles over
X. Then by Lemmas 7.3.2 and 8.2.1, for all t > 0,
e-t ind A = ho(t) - Ib'7A(t), (90)2
where ho(t) = b-Tr(e- t(A *A)o) -b-Tr(e - t(AA *)o) and 6'lA(t) = HE MI(X7H(t), where for each H E
M 1 (X), b7H(t) - f7 -1/2 b-Tr( AHe - sA H ) ds. Observe that for Re z >> 0 and H E M (X),
1 (z) 0 tz-lbH (t) dt = 1 tz-1s-1/ 2 b-Tr(AHe-sA ) ds dt
r(z) o F(z) o t
_ (z) jj tz-ls - 1/ 2 b-Tr(AHe- sAH ) dtds
tz d) S-1/2 b-Tr(AHe-sA 2 d s
z(z) j s-1/2 b-Tr( AHe - A) ) dsr(z) f f
_ F(z+1/2) 1 [ s ( z+1/2)-1 b-Tr( AHe- sA ) ds
F(z + 1) (z+1/2) ,
(z + 1/2)F  1) b-Tr( AH (A) - z- 1/ 2)
F(z + 1/2)
F(z + 1/2) b-Tr(signAH - AH -2z
r(z + 1)
where JAHI := (A2H)1/2 and signAH := AH ' IAH-1. Thus, multiplying both sides of (90) by
1/F(z) - t z - 1 , where Rez >> 0, and integrating the resulting equation from t = 0 to t = 00 gives
the following Theorem.
Theorem 8.3.1 Let A E Diff1 (X, E, F) be exact and Fredholm. Then,
indA = b(A.A(Z) - b(AA.(z) - 7bA(Z),
where b(A*A(z) and b6AA (z) are the b-zeta functions of A*A and AA* respectively, and blA(z ) =
EHEM(x)brH(Z) is the b-eta function of A, where for each H E Mi(X),
1(z + 1/2)H(Z) F(z + 1) b-Tr(signAH - JAH - 2z )bruZ) IF(z + 1)
The following Corollary is (basically) the original Atiyah-Patoti-Singer Index theorem found in
[2].
Corollary 8.3.1 Let A E Diff (X, E, F) be exact and Fredholm. Suppose that codimX = 1. Then,
ind A = bAA(Z) - b(AA (Z) b - ?7A(Z),
where b(A*A(z) and b(AA*(z) are the b-zeta functions of A*A and AA* respectively, and b7rA(z) =
EHEMi(X) bH(z) is the b-eta function of A, where for each H E Mi(X),
b77H(z= F(z + 1/2) (sign Aj) I A1-2zV/z r (z + 1) s
where {Aj } are the eigenvalues of AH.
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